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ABSTRACT 

ACUTE STROKE REHABILITATION OUTCOMES WITH SUPPORTED 
TREADMILL AMBULATION TRAINING 

INACIO TEIXEIRA DA CUNHA FILHO, B.S., M.S., P.T. 

May, 2001 

OBJECTIVE: To investigate gait, exercise, and functional outcomes with 

supported treadmill ambulation training (STAT) associated with regular rehabilitation in 

acute stroke survivors. DESIGN: Randomized, controlled, pilot study. SETTING: 

Rehabilitation Medicine Service, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Houston, Texas. 

SUBJECTS: Seven acute stroke survivors assigned to regular intervention group (RI) 

and 6 patients assigned to STAT intervention. METHODS: Regular intervention 

consisted of 3 hours daily of physical therapy, kinesiotherapy, and occupational therapy. 

ST AT group received regular rehabilitation with ST AT substituted for usual gait training. 

Participants were tested at baseline, treated for an average of 3 weeks and re-tested upon 

discharge. The ANCOVA procedure was utilized for differences between the two 

approaches. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: 1) Gait parameters: Functional 

Ambulation Category (F AC) scale, gait speed (GS), walk distance (WD), gait energy 

expenditure (GEE), gait energy cost (GEC); 2) criterion-limited oxygen consumption 

( clVO2) obtained with the bike protocol, total workload and time pedaling the cycle 

ergometer; and 3) Measure of functional locomotion (FIM-L) RESULTS: The small 

sample size did not generate enough power to detect significant differences in any gait 
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parameter variables between the two groups. However, medium to large effect sizes of 

0.7 and 1.16 standard deviation units for GEC and WD, respectively, were observed. 

Criterion-limited VO2 was statistically higher with the STAT intervention ( 11.34 ± 0.88 

vs 8.32 ± 0.88 ml/kg/min, p=0.039). Highest workload and time pedaling the cycle 

ergometer were not statistically different between the two groups: 62.50 ± 26.22 watts for 

STAT versus 41.67 ± 12.91 watts for regular (p=0.27); and 338.33 ± 31.21 seconds 

versus 162.00 ± 66.27 seconds (p=0.13), for ST AT and regular group, respectively. FIM

L scores were not different between the two groups after intervention. CONCLUSIONS: 

This study demonstrated the adequacy of the gait parameters and the exercise protocol in 

_ evaluating performance with acute stroke survivors. ST AT is a safe, feasible and 

promising intervention for acute stroke survivors, that can be utilized to provide gait 

training for this population. Future studies with larger sample sizes are warranted for 

statistical relevance. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, an introduction of the subject is provided with statement of the 

problem. The significance of the study is also addressed along with the hypothesis to be 

tested. 

Statement of the problem 

According to the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research ( 1995), "stroke is a 

leading cause of disability in the elderly and a significant cause of disability in younger 

people. Nearly 3 million Americans have some degree of disability from strokes, and the 

estimated annual economic burden is more than $30 billion". The average age-adjusted 

incidence rate of first strokes has been reported to be 114 per 100,000 (Terent 1993). 

However, in a more recent report, this figure has been considered an underestimation of 

the actual incidence. According to Williams et al. ( 1999), the incidence rate in the year of 

1995 was 259 per 100,000 population (age- and sex-adjusted). Therefore, efforts to 

minimize the impact of this condition and to reintegrate stroke survivors into society 

impose an important challenge for rehabilitation professionals. 

Mobility, which is primarily and significantly affected by stroke, further impacts 

patients' lives in a multifaceted way. Proper movement is an essential condition to 

perform basic activities such as those of daily living, socialization, productivity and 



leisure, and plays a fundamental role in the individual's psychological well-being. The 

inability to move independently may also negatively influence the stroke survivor's 

interpersonal relationships at home, in the workplace, and in the community. Lack of 

mobility may also have a potentially deleterious effect on the aerobic capacity of this 

population. There is evidence to suggest that this population has poor aerobic capacity 

that is further aggravated by a pre-existent cardiovascular event, i.e., the stroke (Roth, 

1993, Olney et al. 1986, Potempa et al. 1995). Increased cardiovascular risk factors that 

are potentially modifiable by increasing mobility are also observed in this population. 

The principal goal of rehabilitation services is to target mobility and 

independence, and to recover function. However, residual motor deficits, especially those 

linked to gait, still impose further health-related risks and contribute to increased 

morbidity associated with this chronic condition. Even though gait training is crucial in 

rehabilitation, the deleterious effects of stroke make the outcomes of gait training 

variable. Twenty-five percent (25%) of the acute patients who survived 13 weeks after 

the event could not ambulate, and only 22% of those who had some degree of 

dependency in gait recovered a normal walking speed (Wade et al. 1987). Therefore, the 

development of new interventions and the modification of existing interventions are 

compelling. 

Gait training is often delayed during the rehabilitation process because gait is 

thought to require preparation such as improved strength, balance, and coordination 

before the initiation of this more complex and demanding activity. Therefore, we 

proposed a new approach to perform gait training with acute stroke patients, which 
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consisted of Supported Treadmill Ambulation Training (STAT) and conventional 

rehabilitation in achieving functional ambulation. 

Significance 

The significance of the ST AT program in stroke patients is multifaceted. 

Primarily, the individuals involved would start their gait training earlier and would 

benefit from enhanced mobility and independence. A reduction in morbidity related to 

earlier walking was anticipated in those individuals. 

A better functional outcome was also expected with increased mobility, which 

might further decrease the burden on family members. Consequently, in the long run, this 

may have an impact on general health status and subjective well-being, and reduce the 

cost of care. This approach may change usual acute rehabilitation practice for patients 

with a stroke and improve care outcomes, and may also decrease the demand on physical 

therapists while treating stroke patients. 

Hypothesis 

1. The ST AT group will achieve higher scores on gait ability as compared to the 

regular rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients. 

2. The STAT group will develop higher gait speeds as compared to the regular 

rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients. 

3. The STAT group will walk greater distances as compared to the regular 

rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients. 
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4. The ST AT group will have a greater increase in gait energy expenditure as 

compared to the regular rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients. 

5. The ST AT group will develop lower gait energy costs as compared to the 

regular rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients. 

Besides the primary variables of interest related to gait parameters (gait ability 

scores, gait speed, walk distance, gait energy expenditure and gait energy cost), this study 

also explored indexes of physical function and aerobic capacity as secondary variables of 

interest. Therefore, the Functional Independence Measure scale (PIM) was utilized to 

characterize level of function before and after the interventions, and differences were 

tested for significance. The evaluation of aerobic capacity through a modified bike 

protocol was also utilized to characterize this population before and after interventions. 

Finally this study explored the association between the primary variables (gait 

parameters) with measures of function and aerobic capacity. A correlational analysis was 

performed to explore the strength of association among the variables. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review provides the rationale for our study by discussing the 

different aspects of gait of patients who survived a cerebrovascular accident. It 

documents the usual delay in gait training, its implications, as well as some aspects of 

this variable, such as speed and endurance, as indicators of motor recovery and function. 

Endurance interventions and use of aerobic activities in relation to this population are 

also reviewed. Further, the meaning and usefulness for the utilization of this new 

strategy, supported treadmill ambulation training, was developed. 

About 730,000 Americans suffer a stroke each year, and nearly 350,000 of them 

present some residual neurological deficits that impair their functional capacity 

(American Heart Association 1991, National Stroke Association 1999). According to 

Williams et al. ( 1999) the first stroke occurs at an average age of 72.1 years, and 45% of 

the victims are males. Freburger ( 1999), analyzing data of more 6,000 stroke survivors 

indicated that 53% of the patients were women and 47% were men. Stroke rate increases 

exponentially with age, and the poorest prognoses are related to subarachnoid 

hemorrhagic strokes (Freburger 1999, Williams et al. 1999). It is reported that many 

stroke survivors do not get admitted to the hospital {Lincoln et al. 2000) and, in the year 

of 1995 it was estimated that about 10% of the stroke survivors were not hospitalized in 

the USA (Williams et al. 1999). 
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Usually hemorrhagic strokes are more devastating and contribute, to a larger 

extent, to poor as well as fatal outcomes (Lincoln et al. 2000, Freburger 1999, Williams 

et al. 1999). Hence, recovery is primarily dependent on the severity of the stroke (Duncan 

et al. 2000, Jorgensen et al. 1999), but may be affected by type of care provided 

(Freburger 1999). Kramer et al. (1997) reported that "greater comprehensiveness and 

intensity of rehabilitation services was responsible for the enhanced functional outcomes 

for stroke patients admitted to rehabilitation hospitals". 

Reports on stroke recovery are variable because definitions and instruments to 

measure recovery emphasize different areas during the recovery process, which in itself 

is not linear (Mayo et al. 1999, Duncan et al. 2000). Duncan et al. (2000), utilizing 

different qualitative scales, evaluated 459 patients 4 times in a period of 6 months, and 

indicated distinct patterns of recovery. The cut off scores in each domain evaluated were 

reported as follows: level of disability (Barthel Index >90), impairment (National 

Institutes of Health Stroke Scale - NIH - score ~1), motor impairment (Fugl-Meyer score 

>90), function index (SF-36 physical function index >66 for women, and >75 for men), 

and stroke severity (Rankin Scale~ 2). When recovery was evaluated by disability level, 

57.3% experienced full recovery. But only 44.9% and 36.8% of the patients were 

considered fully recovered when motor impairment was evaluated (NIH and Fugl-Meyer 

scales, respectively). Less than 25% recovered based on the function index, and 53.8% 

reached the score corresponding to "slight disability" based on the severity of stroke 

(Duncan et al. 2000). 
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Lincoln et al. (2000) analyzed data on 70 stroke survivors who had not been 

hospitalized. The assessments were conducted at one month and at one year after the 

stroke. They reported that there was no change in the level of disability (median Barthel 

index equals 16.8), and minimal deterioration on gross motor function (assessed by the 

Rivermead Motor Assessment). Small increases in the extended activities of daily living 

(EADL scale) was reported. Overall, there were no significant changes between a month 

and a year after stroke. 

Mayo et al. ( 1999) also provided different assessments of recovery over a year 

after stroke. They indicated that the majority of the improvements occurred primarily in 

the first month. By the end of the third month, the patients still demonstrated deficits that 

could be ameliorated, considering that 85% of the patients still had impairments in gait 

speed, 3 7% required some assistance with basic activities of daily living, and 29% had 

balance disturbances. After one year, only half of the sample initially studied was able to 

perform an endurance test ( 6-minute walk), and they achieved 40% of their predicted 

distance (Mayo et al. 1999). 

The studies by Duncan et al. (2000), Lincoln et al. (2000), and by Mayo et al. 

( 1999) disclosed important issues when evaluating outcomes after a stroke. First, they 

reconfirmed that recovery is impacted by the severity of the stroke. Second, they 

underscored the multifaceted ways to describe recovery. Third, they indicated that the 

qualitative instruments utilized might fail to detect small changes in the process of 

recovery. Actually, when the Rankin scale cut off mentioned above was changed to~ 1 

("no significant disability"), only 25% were considered recovered (Duncan et al. 2000). 
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Fourth, these studies indicated that the qualitative instruments might detect changes when 

they are more apparent in contrast to the changes that are more subtle. And fifth, natural 

recovery can occur, primarily within the first month (Mayo et al. 1999 and Duncan et al. 

2000), or at least, the level of disability may not deteriorate further (Lincoln et al. 2000). 

This, however, does not justify the lack of systematic rehabilitative services provided, 

especially at later stages of recovery. 

In the natural history of stroke, it has been suggested that there is a finite time of 

improvement which falls between 3 to 6 months (Mayo et al. 1999, Jorgensen et al. 

1995). This period has, therefore, been considered critical for interventions intended to 

reduce compromise and enhance recovery. This time frame has been challenged by 

different studies, where chronic stroke survivors, as well as other neurologically 

handicapped individuals, have demonstrated improvement after long standing lesions 

(Bach-y-Rita 1981, Macko et al. 1997, Visintin et al. 1998, Wemig et al. 1992). 

Nonetheless, earlier interventions have been advocated for neurologically challenged 

individuals (Paolucci et at 2000; Frebuger 1999; Rosenberg & Popelka 2000, Taub et al. 

1999, Liepert et al. 2000, Marshall et al. 2000). However, further studies are needed to 

determine how early intervention should be initiated. According to the guidelines for 

"Post-stroke rehabilitation" published in the Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research 

Heart (AHPR), post-stroke rehabilitation should initiate "once the diagnosis is established 

and life threatening problems have been managed" (Rosenberg & Popelka 2000). The 

objectives of post-stroke rehabilitation, according to AHPR are to "quickly mobilize the 

patients and to encourage resumption of self-care activities". 
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Stroke and gait 

Residual motor weakness, abnormal movement synergies, and spasticity result in 

altered gait patterns and contribute to poor balance, risk for falls, and increased energy 

expenditure during walking. The functional consequences of the primary neurological 

deficits often predispose the stroke survivor to a sedentary lifestyle, which further 

deteriorates the individual's activities of daily living (ADL) and decreases cardiovascular 

reserves. Reduced quality of life and limitations in higher levels of physical functioning 

are usually underestimated in stroke patients (Duncan et al. 1997). 

The rehabilitation of individuals who survive a stroke is both expensive and 

demanding, and the results vary considerably. In addition, gait recovery after ischemic 

stroke appears to stabilize within several months (Jorgensen et al. 1995). It is unclear 

whether this gait plateau is due to stabilization of neurological recovery or coincides with 

the end of conventional stroke rehabilitation, which emphasizes improvement of ADL in 

the early post-stroke period, rather than on gait training itself (Macko et al. 1997). Bach

y-Rita ( 1981 ), however, has challenged this time frame of neurological recovery by 

evidence obtained from both animal and humans studies, where functional recovery 

continued to occur for more than 5 years after the lesion. 

Abnormal patterns of motion during gait have been reported following a stroke. 

These include delays in hip flexion initiation during pre-swing phase, poor hip and knee 

flexion and ankle dorsiflexion during swing phase, and decreased hip extension in stance 

phase (Friedman 1990). Reduction of these abnormal patterns has been associated with 

gains in muscle strength, as well as gait speed (DeQuervain et al. 1996). This poses an 
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important problem in the rehabilitation of stroke patients since assessing muscle strength 

is difficult in this population, and strength training may not be feasible in the early stages 

of therapy (Sunnerhagen et al. 1999). According to von Schroeder et al. ( 1995), 

"abnormal gait (in stroke survivors) was due to difficulty in moving the body over an 

unstable limb". Gait restoration requires different techniques and often demands 

considerable assistance from the therapist to help the patient support body weight and 

control balance. Therefore, a rehabilitation strategy for stroke survivors in which gait 

training could be initiated independent of muscle strength recovery is very compelling. 

The pattern of walking recovery among stroke survivors is quite variable. Wade et 

al. ( 1987), discussing the pattern of recovery of gait ability in the early phases post event, 

showed that 22% of the 45 patients who could not walk as a consequence of stroke were 

able to walk normally within 3 months of recovery. Friedmam ( 1990) demonstrated that 

the sooner the stroke survivor attained the ability to ambulate, the more likely that 

independent walking would be reestablished. Among patients who initially were not 

ambulating, independent walking was not achieved during month 1 through 4 of 

recovery. Bach-y-Rita ( 1981) commented on several studies that established the 

association between reduced functional recovery with delay in initiating therapy in 

neurological conditions, in both animal and human studies. In a study involving 

intracortical microstimulation, Nudo et al. ( 1996) reported that the motor cortex of adult 

monkeys underwent substantial functional reorganization after a stroke. The areas of the 

undamaged cortex increased movement representation, while the areas in the zone of the 

infarct underwent a loss of cortical territory. In the absence of behavioral techniques, i.e., 
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practice of a given task, the spontaneous recovery was related basically to the 

reorganization of the undamaged tissue. They suggested that training would have the 

capability to prevent loss of motor representation in the infarcted area; a finding that is 

supported by Taub et al. ( 1999) and Liepert e al (2000). According to Nudo et al. 

(1999, 1996), intensive task-specific practice with the impaired limb has a modulatory 

effect on cortical plasticity. Therefore, motor recovery following a central injury may be 

influenced not only by the severity of the lesion, but also by the kind of interventions 

offered. Hence, this supports the need to start gait training with this population as soon as 

possible, so that the cortical representation of this task is not lost in the area of the lesion. 

Gait speed has been reported to be strongly correlated with different gait 

parameters such as cadence, stride length and functional gait scores, as well as a 

propensity to fall (Friedman 1990, Perry et al. 1995, Schroeder et al. 1995, DeQuervain et 

al. 1996). Independent gait velocity has been defined as a walking speed of at least 

I.Sm/sec (Friedman 1990). Wade et al. (1987) obtained the walking velocity from 34 

elderly normal controls (age over 60 years) to classify the gait speed of stroke patients 

within 3 months post-event. They classified a gait speed of 0.6m/sec as the normal 

velocity for stroke patients. von Schroeder et al. ( 1995) found that normal controls whose 

mean age was 64 years had a gait speed of 1.07 m/sec, while chronic stroke patients of 

similar age walked at 0.8 m/sec. Richards et al. (1993) reported that the range for walking 

speed in different studies of stroke survivors were 0.25 to 0.5 m/sec. Perry et al. ( 1995) 

categorized functional walking in chronic stroke patients according to the gait speed: 

unlimited household ambulation was associated with gait speed of 0.27m/sec and 
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unlimited community walking with gait speed of 0.80 m/sec. A gait speed of l .2m/sec 

has been reported to be required to cross a commercial street according to the traffic 

signal timing. However, no matter what the "normal" parameter with which the stroke 

survivor's walking velocity is compared, gait speed has been considered an indication of 

motor recovery, which may be translated to a change in function. 

Stroke, gait and energy expenditure 

Early initiation of gait training should also be discussed on the principles of 

energy cost. Gerson et al. ( 1971) reported that the energy expenditure required to perform 

routine ambulation is elevated approximately 1.5 to 2.0 fold in hemiparetic stroke 

patients compared to normal control subjects. Increased energy demand fosters less 

willingness to move, favoring a further cyclic decline in cardiovascular fitness, disuse 

atrophy and weakness, which impair function (Macko et al. 1997). However, even though 

one of the main concerns while treating stroke patients is restoring proper gait patterns, 

the emphasis in rehabilitation has been on improvement of self-care through muscle 

strength and coordination training, rather than gait training itself. Inteivention normally 

starts with careful preparation of required muscle activity in the supine position, and 

progresses to individual components of gait while standing (Duncan et al. 1987). Patients 

are discouraged from walking for long periods of time to avoid stereotyped mass 

synergies that occur without sufficient trunk and lower limb control (Hesse et al. 1994). 

Therefore, the traditional rehabilitation approach offered to stroke survivors may not 

properly address the link between mobility and high energy expenditure in performing 
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the task. The rehabilitative protocols usually fail to emphasize the need to improve or to 

prevent further deterioration on the ability to generate aerobic work, especially with 

patients in the acute stages of recovery from a stroke. 

Gait endurance, together with speed, has also been associated with gait recovery. 

Satta et al. (1995) stated that walking endurance is even better than gait speed for 

documenting gait recovery after stroke. The literature, however, is scarce in relation to 

either gait endurance or aerobic capacity, especially among more acute stroke survivors. 

Richards et al. (1999) reported that endurance could be improved even for patients who 

had attained normal or close to normal gait speed. Nonetheless, factors implicated in the 

ability to generate aerobic work, i.e., integrity of the cardiovascular system, remodeling 

of skeletal muscle tissues, and aerobic metabolism still need to be better understood in 

this population. Sunnerhagen et al. ( 1999) demonstrated a significant decrease in 

capillaries/mm2 in each muscle fiber, fewer total capillaries per fiber, and larger fiber area 

per capillary in the affected leg of stroke survivors. Potempa and associates ( 1995) 

reported that the baseline aerobic capacity of stroke subjects is less than that observed in 

otherwise normal hypertensive subjects of similar ages. It is likely that in hemiparetic 

patients this finding is related to low endurance, reduction in the number of motor units 

capable of being recruited during dynamic exercise, and to a reduced oxidative capacity 

of paretic muscle. Hoskins et al. ( 197 5) demonstrated that the absolute amount of oxygen 

consumed per submaximal workload in these patients is greater than that observed in 

normal subjects of similar age and body size. The increase in energy costs of exercise 

may be related to the reduced efficiency of motion and to the presence of spasticity 
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(Brinkman and collaborators 1979). Landin and collaborators (1977), in a study of one

leg and two-leg exercise in hemiparetic subjects, showed a reduced blood flow, an 

augmented lactic acid production, and a decreased capacity to oxidize free fatty acids in 

paretic muscles. 

Aerobic exercises are not routinely prescribed for older stroke patients, in either 

the early or chronic stages of hemiparesis, despite evidence that this population is 

physically de-conditioned and has a high prevalence of cardiovascular disease risk factors 

potentially modifiable by exercise therapy (Roth, 1993). Lack of strong evidence that 

aerobic exercise training can reduce the high-energy expenditure or cardiovascular 

demands of walking in this chronic condition can explain why those patients are not 

exposed to aerobic training. Moreover, these patients are considered high risk for new 

cardiovascular events, and there are few studies that define exercise parameters as well as 

the safety of rehabilitation. Cardiovascular co-morbidity is a significant health concern 

present in approximately 7 5% of stroke patients. Cardiac disease remains the leading 

cause of death in long-term stroke survivors (Sacco et al. 1987). 

Among the few studies that report the effects of aerobic training with stroke 

patients, Potempa et al. ( 1995) demonstrated that chronic stroke patients could improve 

both strength and aerobic capacity with bicycle exercise training, which positively 

impacted pedaling efficiency. However, the underlying mechanism that could explain 

why energy expenditure might decrease in hemiparetic patients· after this kind of 

intervention is still unclear. It has been hypothesized that increased energy expenditure is 

related to an altered central organization of gait patterns, to the presence of spasticity, and 
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reduced oxidative capacity in paretic muscle (Olney et al. 1986, Landin et al. 1977). 

Therefore, gain in efficiency following training may be related to improvement in one or 

all of these aspects. Nevertheless, in acute stages of stroke, the assessment of the ability 

to generate aerobic work is especially challenging. The lack of strength and the severity 

of locomotor impairment may even preclude testing patients. The ability to generate 

aerobic work may also be a function of the patient's previous conditioning level, as well 

as a function of the amount of time he or she has been incapable of moving. The effects 

of immobilization on aerobic capacity and endurance in cardiac patients are very well 

documented (DeBusk et al. 1983, Kashihara et al. 1994, Convertino et al. 1997). 

Reducing the aerobic impact of immobility may further justify early gait initiation in this 

population. 

Stroke and gait training 

The new strategy proposed in this study, supported treadmill ambulation training 

(ST AT) consists of using an overhead suspension system and harness to support a 

percentage of the patient's body weight as the patient walks on a treadmill. The amount of 

body weight support (BWS) may progressively decrease as the patient is able to support 

more weight and the gait pattern improves. ST AT provides symmetrical un-weighting of 

the lower extremities, thereby facilitating walking in patients with neurological 

conditions who may not be able to bear full weight on their lower limbs. This approach 

can minimizes the delay during which gait training can be initiated since patients are 

provided with the BWS needed to begin walking sooner in rehabilitation. 
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Figure 1 Line graph shows changes in mean walking 
speed over time. Treadmill training applied during the 
phases Al and A2 was more effective than physiotherapy 
applied during phase B. (Hesse et al. 1995) 

This strategy integrates 

three important components of 

ambulation that include weight 

bearing, stepping and balance 

(Visintin et al. 1998). The 

treadmill stimulates repetitive 

and rhythmic stepping while the 

patient is supported in an upright 

position and is bearing weight on 

the lower limbs. Through 

plasticity, the reorganization of the nervous system compensates for the loss and damage 

of cells, and enables optimal re-learning of a given task secondary to correct performance 

and repetition of such task (Hesse et al. 1994, Sunnerhagen et al. 1999). Since there is a 

symmetric unloading of both lower extremities provided by the ST AT, there may be less 

chance of the development of compensatory strategies as compared to gait training with 

walking aids and full weight-bearing. 

Gait training alone often leads to an asymmetrical gait pattern in many stroke 

patients (Bassile et al. 1995, Visintin 1994). Hesse and colleagues (1995) compared 

STAT with regular physical therapy in stroke patients. Seven patients were treated in an 

A-B-A single-case study design with STAT (A), regular physiotherapy (B), and another 

supported treadmill ambulation training phase (A), each lasting three weeks (fifteen 

sessions). ST AT was superior to regular physiotherapy with regard to improved gait 
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ability scores and walking speed (in phase Al and A2, gait speed increased 150% and 

43,5%, respectively, while in phase B there was no improvement); see figure 1 and figure 

2. There were no differences in motor function (measured by the Rivermead Motor 

Assessment Score), spasticity, strength, cadence and stride length. Waagfjord and 

colleagues (1990) in a single-subject experimental design provided some evidence of 

improvement in given aspects of gait with I 0-minutes of treadmill walk training without 

BWS, 3 times a week for 3 weeks, such as base of support and step length. Table I 

summarizes some studies utilizing the treadmill system with stroke survivors. 

The mechanisms underlying the outcomes of ST AT in both animal and humans 

are still not clear. According to Grillner ( 1985), the spinal cord contains neural circuits 

that, upon stimulation, can coordinate locomotor movements. This is in accordance with 

the theory that both the central nervous system and the spinal cord contain central pattern 

generators that can produce a complex motor output like locomotion. 
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Table 1. Summary of rehabilitation studies with stroke survivors 
Authors Design Sample Intervention Time Gait Walk 

size Speed Distance 

Waagfjord 
STAT 

et al. 1995 A-B-A 1 
A (no intervention) 

3x/week NC NT 
B(STAT) 

3 weeks 

Hesse et al. 25 sessions i from 0.12 
1994 Comparative 9 

Regular PT of STAT 
to 0.42 m/s NT 

followed by ST AT 5x/week 30 
* minutes 

Hesse et al. Over ground 

1999 gait versus 18 NA NA NT NT 
STAT 

Hassid et al. Over ground 
1997 gait versus 9 NA NA NT NT 

STAT 

Hesse et al. 
A (STAT) 15 sessions 

At 150% 
1995 A-B-A 7 B no change NT 

B (ND) each 
At 43.5% 

Visintin et 
al. 1998 Randomized 

79 
NBWS versus 6 weeks, 0.25 versus 105 versus 

clinical trial STAT 4x/week 0.34 * 147m * 

Macko et al. 
6 month 

1997 Before-after 
9 

Aerobic training 
5 NT NT 

.trial (NBWS) 
days/week 

Smith et al. Before-after Aerobic training 
1998 trial 

14 
(NBWS) 

3 month NT NT 

Liston et al. Randomized Conventional 4 weeks No 
2000 18 

rehab versus ST AT each difference 
NT 

cross-over 

ST AT: supported treadmill ambulation training; NBWS: treadmill training with non-body 
weight support NA: not applicable NC: no change; NT: not tested;(*) statistically significant; 
(+) improved; RMA: Rivermead motor assessment score; STREAM: Stroke rehabilitation 
assessment of movement; V02: oxygen consumption; HR: heart rate ND: neurodevelopmental 
approach; m: meters; m/s: meter/second; t increase; .J.. decrease 
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Table 1 continues 

Authors Strength Gait Balance Motor V02@ HR@ 
(lower limb) Symmetry function/mobility submax submax 

effort effort 

Waagfjord et NT + NT NT NT NT 
al. 1995 

Hesse et al. 
1994 

NC + + +RMA* NT NT 

Hesse et al. NT Less spasticity with NT NT 
1999 

+ + STAT 

Hassid et al. 
1997 

NT + NT NT NT NT 

Hesse et al. NC NT NT NC NT NT 
1995 

Visintin et 
NT NT +* +STREAM* NT NT 

al. 1998 

Macko et al. NT NT NT NT ,!, 10% .!-21% 
1997 

Smith et al. t 50,5% NT NT NT NT NT 
1998 torque 

Liston et al. NT NT NT NT 2000 + + 

ST AT: supported treadmill ambulation training; NBWS: treadmill training with non-body 
weight support NA: not applicable NC: no change; NT: not tested; (*) statistically 
significant; ( +) improved; RMA: Rivermead motor assessment score; STREAM: Stroke 
rehabilitation assessment of movement; V02: oxygen consumption; HR: heart rate ND: 
neurodevelopmental approach; m: meters; mis: meter/second; t increase; ,J., decrease 
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Figure 2 Effects of body weight support (BWS) training 
with stroke survivors on (A) balance; (B) motor recovery; 
(C) over-ground walking speed; (D) over-ground walking 
endurance. Group means and SEs are shown pre-training, 
post-training, and follow-up scores. ANCOVA (controlling 
for pre-training scores and low/high ambulatory status) 
revealed significant differences for all four outcome 
variables between the BWS and no-BWS groups after 
training. The follow-up scores were significantly different 
between the two groups for motor recovery and 
overground speed. (Visintin et al. 1998) 

Wemig et al. (1998, 

1995, and 1992) demonstrated 

that locomotion with ST AT 

improved walking in spinal cord 

injured patients, which indicates 

that neural circuits able to 

mediate such changes are still 

present distally in the 

disconnected spinal cord. In 

animals, especially cats, those 

circuits in conjunction with 

sensory information from the 

periphery, coordinate and 

maintain stepping movements (Grillner 1985, Lovely et al. 1986, Hodgson et al. 1994). 

Studies have been published demonstrating that humans with neurological 

conditions could improve gait by either training ambulation with no body weight support 

(NBWS) or with body weight support (Visintin et al. 1998, Hesse et al. 1994, 1998, 1999, 

Macko et al. 1997, Waagfjord et al. 1990, Wemig et al. 1998, 1995, 1992; Liston et al. 

2000). The degree of locomotor recovery has been shown to be significantly related to 

the training used in patients with neurological conditions (Visintin et al. 1998, Hesse et 

al. 1995, Richards et al. 1993). Some animal studies have shown that a near-normal 
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walking pattern can be achieved after a period of locomotor training in which support for 

the hindquarters and stepping on a treadmill is provided (Lovely at al 1985, Eidelberg at 

al 1981, Barbeau et al. 1987). 

In hemiparetic patients, supraspinal control of gait is impaired. In these patients, 

improvements related to brain plasticity can be expected, as compared to patients with 

severe spinal cord injuries in whom improvements are thought to be primarily located at 

the spinal cord level. Although, it can be argued that even with a severe injury to the 

spinal cord, there are sufficient neural pathways remaining. However, patients with 

incomplete spinal cord lesions trained daily on a treadmill with partial ST AT did not 

recover volitional activity in the paralyzed limbs when tested at rest (Wemig et al. 1992). 

The prospects of recovery are usually less favorable with more severe damage to the 

spinal cord because supraspinal control, although preserved, is partially disrupted by the 

lesion. Descending intact reticulospinal pathways are required in the ventral section of 

the spinal cord in order to observe stepping and walking in primates (Eidelberg at al 

1981 ). 

Smith et al. ( 1998) suggested that the improvement observed in volitional torque 

production in the paretic limb of stroke patients after treadmill training might be a 

consequence of central neural plasticity. They demonstrated that there was a pronounced 

normalization of the paretic/non-paretic limb torque ratios following three months of 

treadmill training conducted three times a week. In normal conditions, torque generation 

is related: 1) to the integrity of the motor cortex and descending motor pathways; 2) to 

the recruitment of spinal motor units, and 3) to the physiological characteristics of the 
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specific muscles of interest. The strength gain observed in the paretic limb may be related 

to one of the above factors. Passive torque, which is an indirect assessment of neuron 

excitability, decreased by 8% in the paretic limb, suggesting an improvement in 

spasticity. The strength gains in the paretic limb observed in this study may be due to 1) 

reorganization of the motor cortex and/or descending motor pathways, 2) alterations in 

the excitability of the spinal motor neuron pool or 3) a combination of the two. 

Along with the possible locomotor benefits obtained with STAT, influences on 

the capability to generate aerobic work may not be completely disregarded. The main 

purpose of ST AT is not to enhance endurance or to promote aerobic training, especially 

with acute stroke survivors. However, once this intervention interrupts the cycle of 

immobilization and allows early gait training, it may have a positive impact by either 

preventing further decline or enhancing the capacity to generate aerobic work. 

Macko et al. ( 1997), working with a chronic stroke population, proposed that the 

reduced energy expenditure observed with stroke patients following treadmill walk 

training could be related to exercise-mediated neuromuscular adaptations which lead to 

improved gross motor efficiency with patients with chronic strokes. Six months of 

aerobic exercise training produced significant reductions in both the steady state oxygen 

consumption and the respiratory exchange ratio (RER) during sub-maximal treadmill 

exercise. These improvements accounted for a 21 % reduction in the energy expenditure 

required to perform this walking task. Treadmill training with handrail support and BWS 

may improve gait biomechanics, and exercise may also enhance muscle oxidative 
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capacity in this sedentary population. Training over 6 months has also been associated 

with heart rate decline during sub-maximal exercise (Macko 1997). 

Smith and collaborators ( 1998) also utilized treadmill without BWS and trained 

14 stroke patients (mean age of 66 years). They used a low-intensity cardiac 

rehabilitation program ( 50 to 60% of calculated heart rate reserve), for 40 minutes, three 

times a week, for a period of 3 months. A significant increase in volitional strength of the 

lower extremities, accompanied by significant decrease in energy expenditure and 

cardiovascular demands during treadmill ambulation was reported. They observed a 

beneficial effect of treadmill training on spasticity and motor control analyzed by 

comparisons of passive and active torque production of the lower limbs. 

Stroke, training, mobility, energy and function 

The overall intent of this study was to characterize gait parameters and gait 

energy costs, as well as functional outcomes of stroke patients, and to compare the 

changes in these measures following two forms of intervention: ST AT and regular 

rehabilitation care. Since the ST AT intervention is a new form of gait training, the 

utilization of gait speed and walk distance as dependent variables may disclose the 

effectiveness of this approach. According to Richards et al. ( 1993 ), the overall gait 

pattern is reflected in the gait speed. Gait speed, as presented above, is correlated with 

different levels of functional recovery after stroke (Perry et al. 1995). 

Drs. Protas, Holmes and Sherwood conducted a pilot study of STAT with 3 

individuals with incomplete spinal cord injuries within the Houston VA Rehabilitation 
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Research and Development Center of Excellence. The tests of gait speed, 5-minute walk 

distance, and gait energy expenditure similar to those proposed for this study were used 

as outcome measures before and each month for 3 months while the subjects were 

undergoing ST AT training 5 days per week. These measures showed improvement in 

gait throughout the training. The physiological efficiency of walking as measured by the 

oxygen consumed per meter walked decreased as training progressed. In addition, there 

were no observed safety problems, abnormal blood pressures, or excessive heart rates 

with the training. 

Measures of aerobic function are not routinely performed with acute stroke 

survivors. Individuals who have experienced an acute stroke are usually significantly 

impaired and may not able to pedal or to walk on a treadmill. The lack of strength, 

coordination and balance usually precludes the generation of muscle work compatible 

with the measure of aerobic capacity. Tsuji et al. (1999) reported the use of bridging 

activity as a mode of stress testing for the measure of aerobic capacity for stroke 

survivors. With this mode of exercise, the authors were able to register the oxygen 

consumed during this activity. The population, however, consisted of individuals in either 

subacute or chronic phases, not acute. Fujitani et al. ( 1999) utilized a symptom-limited 

ramp exercise test on a cycle ergometer to measure aerobic function with ambulatory 

stroke survivors, whose average stroke age was 10.1 months. For the patients who could 

not keep the foot on the pedal, a strap was utilized to secure the patient's foot while 

performing the cycle testing. This strategy enabled the patient to generate enough power 

to pedal, so that the amount of oxygen utilized could be evaluated. But again, a chronic 
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population was utilized. Moldover et al. (1984) tested a population of stroke survivors 

with a mean stroke age of 9.5 weeks. They utilized a supine bike protocol so that the 

patients could pedal while lying down. Straps were also utilized to secure the patient's 

foot on the pedal. The protocol was reported to be safe, but there was no information on 

aerobic capacity. 

Another reason to avoid stress testing this population is the instability of their 

condition in the acute stage. Blood pressure is not properly stabilized and concern about 

sudden death is expressed by clinicians (Monga et al., 1988). Moreover, stroke survivors 

commonly have a prior history of sedentary behavior, which is further aggravated by 

impaired mobility, and further deteriorates their aerobic function (Macko et al. 1997). 

Predictive formulas based on the heart rate response, workload achieved, or distance 

walked, age, height, weight to estimate maximal aerobic capacity with this population 

would potentially fulfill the need for objective measurements. However, protocols based 

on heart rate responses may be not be feasible for this population, because, very often, 

these patients take medication, such as beta-blockers, which blunt the heart rate response 

during exercise. No study has reported a valid formula to predict maximal peak oxygen 

consumption for acute stroke survivors, as an indicator of aerobic function. A study on 

predicted peak V02 and its correlation to functional independence measurement (FIM) 

scores in patients following a stroke was conducted by Truong and associates ( 1996). 

Lower initial predicted peak V02 values were associated with lower initial FIM scores, 

and longer rehabilitation length of stays. A small sample size (8 males) and the use of a 

predictive formula to characterize peak V02 in this population, suggest that the results 
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reported should be cautiously interpreted The use of peak V02 prediction may be 

inaccurate, because there is no information on the validity of this equation to predict 

oxygen consumption for these patients 

Therefore, objective measurement of aerobic capacity among acute stroke 

survivors is still lacking in the literature. Even though the ability to generate aerobic work 

might be compromised by the stroke, there is no consistent protocol to evaluate a deficit. 

In the rehabilitation setting, different kinds of activities challenge the cardiopulmonary 

system of this population. Thus, the development of instruments and protocols to 

evaluate, prescribe, and monitor aerobic activity are necessary and justifiable. 

ST AT has not been utilized with an acute stroke survivor population. However, 

considering the potential benefits and practicality of this approach, a study on the efficacy 

of ST AT in relation to immediate post-stroke rehabilitation is viable. 

The functional outcomes were evaluated in this study by Functional Independence 

Measurement scale (FIM). This is a widely used clinical outcome measure, and is part of 

the routine classification, goal setting, evaluation and discharge criteria for stroke patients 

in different rehabilitation settings ( Giaquinto et al. 1997, Granger et al. 1990, Hamilton et 

al. 1994, Poole and Whitney 1988). The FIM scale is composed of 18 items scored on a 

7-point ordinal scale ( 1 = total assistance; 7= complete independence). Total scores range 

from 18 to 126. The FIM also contains subscores for motor function and cognition. The 

domains evaluated are related to self-care, sphincter control, mobility, locomotion, 

communication, and social cognition. Reports on reliability and validity of the FIM scale 

are excellent (Granger et al. 1990, Hamilton et al. 1994, Poole and Whitney 1988). FIM 
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scores, however, may fail to detect small changes that can occur during the process of 

recovery (Giaquinto et al. 1997, Bunch and Dvonch 1994). Therefore, even though its 

sensitivity to small changes is questionable, they were utilized in this research primarily 

because this study was conducted in an actual clinical setting where FIM scores have 

been routinely utilized. 
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CHAPTER III 

This chapter contains the complete version of the paper submitted for publication 

to the Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. This paper focused basically on 

the gait parameter outcomes. It includes the abstract, part of the literature review 

concerning the topic, methodological section, result, discussion, and conclusions that are 

pertinent to the gait outcomes. 
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ABSTRACT 

OBJECTIVE: To investigate gait outcomes with supported treadmill ambulation 

training (ST AT) associated with regular rehabilitation in acute stroke survivors. 

DESIGN: Randomized controlled trial, pilot study. SETTING: Rehabilitation Medicine 

Service, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Houston, Texas. SUBJECTS: Seven 

acute stroke survivors assigned to regular intervention group (RI) and 6 patients assigned 

to ST AT intervention. METHODS: Regular intervention consisted of 3 hours daily of 

physical therapy, kinesiotherapy, and occupational therapy. STAT group received 

regular rehabilitation with ST AT substituted for usual gait training. Participants were 

tested at baseline, treated for an average of 3 weeks and re-tested upon discharge. The 

ANCOVA procedure was utilized for differences between the two approaches. MAIN 

OUTCOME MEASURES: Functional Ambulation Category (F AC) scale, gait speed 

(GS), walk distance (WD), gait energy expenditure (GEE), gait energy cost (GEC) 

RESULTS: The small sample size did not generate enough power to detect significant 

differences in any variable. However, medium to large effect sizes of 0. 7 and 1.16 

standard deviation units for GEC and WD, respectively, were observed. 

CONCLUSIONS: This pilot study indicates that ST AT is a safe, feasible and promising 

intervention for acute stroke survivors. A larger trial is warranted for statistical relevance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Stroke is a leading cause of disability in adults. There are approximately 3 million 

Americans with residual disability from stroke which results in an estimated annual 

economic burden of more than $30 billion. 1 The average age-adjusted incidence rate of 

first strokes has been reported to be 114 per 100,000.2 Residual motor weakness, 

abnormal movement synergies, and spasticity result in altered gait patterns and contribute 

to poor balance, risk for falls, and increased energy expenditure during walking. The 

functional consequences of the primary neurological deficits often predispose the stroke 

survivor to a sedentary lifestyle, which further limits the individual's activities of daily 

living (ADL) and reduces cardiovascular reserves. Efforts to minimize the impact and to 

improve functional outcomes following a stroke thus pose an important challenge for 

rehabilitation professionals. 

The pattern of walking recovery among stroke survivors is quite variable. Wade et 

al., discussing the pattern of gait recovery in the early phases post event, showed that 

only 22% of the 45 patients who could not walk as a consequence of stroke were able to 

walk normally within 3 months of recovery .3 Friedmam demonstrated that the sooner the 

stroke survivor attained the ability to ambulate, the more likely that independent walking 

would be reestablished.4 Among patients who initially were not ambulating, independent 

walking was not achieved during month 1 through 4 of recovery. Bach-y-Rita reported 

that several studies established the association between reduced functional recovery with 

delay in initiating therapy in neurological conditions, in both animal and humans studies.5 
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This further illustrates the need to start gait training with this population as soon as 

possible. 

Gait restoration requires different techniques and often demands considerable 

assistance from the therapist to help the patient support body weight and control balance. 

The rehabilitation of stroke survivors is both expensive and demanding, and the results 

vary. Conventional gait training alone often leads to an asymmetrical gait pattern in many 

stroke patients. 6
'
7 More recently, a new technology was developed to provide gait 

training in patients with neurological dysfunction. It consists of a suspension system to 

which the patient is connected, so that weight-shifting, balance, and stepping can be 

controlled while walking is facilitated by a treadmill.7
•
8 Several studies have 

demonstrated promising outcomes and the feasibility of supported treadmill ambulation 

training (ST AT) as compared to regular physical therapy in chronic stroke patients. 7-to 

Humans with neurological conditions can improve gait by either treadmill 

ambulation with no body weight support (NBWS) or with body weight support. 8•
9

•
11

-
15 

The degree of locomotor recovery has been shown to be significantly related to the 

training used in patients with neurological conditions. 8
'
16

'
17 Some animal studies have 

shown that a near-normal walking pattern can be achieved after a period of locomotor 

training in which support for the hindquarters and stepping on a treadmill is provided. 18
-

20 Most studies have focused on using new training strategies in individuals with chronic 

conditions. There is a need to examine gait and functional outcomes of body weight 

support during more acute and subacute recovery following a stroke. 
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Gait training is often delayed during the rehabilitation process because gait is 

thought to require preparation such as improved strength, balance, and coordination 

before the initiation of this more complex and demanding activity. Therefore, we 

proposed a new approach to perform early gait training with acute stroke patients, which 

consists of Supported Treadmill Ambulation Training (ST AT) combined with 

conventional rehabilitation for achieving functional ambulation. The goal of this study 

was to conduct a pilot study of ST AT during inpatient rehabilitation of acute stroke 

survivors. 

Five hypotheses were tested in this study: 

1. The ST AT group will have higher scores on Gait Ability as compared to 

regular rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients; 

2. The ST AT group will develop higher gait speed as compared to regular 

rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients; 

3. The STAT group will walk greater distances as compared to regular 

rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients; 

4. The ST AT group will have higher gait energy expenditure as compared to 

regular rehabilitative care provided to stroke patients; 

5. The STAT group will develop lower gait energy cost as compared to regular 

reh_abilitative care provided to stroke patients. 
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

1. Subjects: 

Fifteen stroke survivors were recruited from a sample of convenience among the 

stroke patients admitted to the Rehabilitation Medicine Service, Nursing Unit 2-B at the 

Veterans Affairs Medical Center, in Houston, Texas. Participants had a recent (less than 6 

weeks post-stroke) unilateral stroke based upon the clinical evaluation. They were 

recruited to participate in this study after meeting specific inclusion criteria and 

voluntarily signing an informed consent agreement. This pilot study was approved by the 

Institutional Review Board for Human Subject Research for Baylor College of Medicine 

and Affiliated Hospitals. Patients entered the study regardless of gender or race, although 

as anticipated, males are more prevalent in this facility. 

The inclusion criteria were: 

• history and clinical presentation (hemiparesis) of recent stroke (less than 6 weeks 

post event); 

• a significant gait deficit as evidenced by a gait speed of 36 meters per minute (0.6 

m/s) or less, and a score of 0, 1, or 2 on the Functional Ambulation Category 

(needs assistance) 

• sufficient cognition to participate in the training: a Mini-Mental State Exam 

(MMSE) score of 21 or higher; 

• able to stand with or without assistance, and take at least one or more steps with 

or without assistance. 
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• in stable medical condition to allow participation with testing protocol and 

intervention .. 

The exclusion criteria were: 

• patients with any co-morbidity or disability other than stroke (i.e., amputation, 

spinal cord lesion) that would preclude gait training; 

• recent myocardial infarction (within 4 weeks) or cardiac bypass surgery with 

complications; 

• any uncontrolled health condition for which exercise is contra-indicated such 

as consistent, uncontrolled diabetes (blood sugar levels higher than 250mg/dl), or 

persistent, uncontrolled hypertension(> 190/110 mmHG); 

• significant lower extremity degenerative joint disease that would interfere 

with gait training; 

• obesity (body weight over 110kg); 

• cognitive impairment (MMSE score <21) 

• history of bilateral CV A. 

2. Measurements: 

Descriptive details of the subjects such as age, height, weight, side and location of 

lesion, and number of days since the stroke were recorded. Each patient was also 

characterized according to cognitive impairment and stroke-related impairment. 

Cognitive impairment was evaluated by the MMSE which is a brief, valid and 

reliable instrument. 21 
•
22 The utilization of a cut-off score of 21 on the MMSE was based 
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on the report on Small et al. in order to avoid cognitive impairments that preclude 

participation in the study.23 The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Stroke Scale was 

used to characterize the patient's impairment. This scale has been validated and its 

reliability is good. 24
-
26 The NIH Stroke Scale as well as the MMSE were used for 

descriptive purposes. 

Gait Parameters: 

Gait was assessed by means of five measures: 

a) Gait Ability rated gait function using the Functional Ambulation Category (F AC) 

scale. 27
•
28 Participants were rated in one of the 6 levels according to the personnel 

support needed for gait, regardless of use of an assistive device (table 1). The measure 

was rated by an investigator and based on the participant's ability to walk. The patient 

was observed walking 15 meters. 16 

b) Gait speed was evaluated by timing a 5-meter walk with a stopwatch. Speed was 

calculated in meters/second. The subject was asked to stand and to walk as fast as 

possible on a measured walkway for 5 meters with any assistive device necessary, and 

while being guarded by and provided whatever assistance needed by a physical therapist. 

The walking speed recorded was the average between trials. If the patient could not walk 

5 meters continuously, his speed was computed as zero. 

c) Walking Distance was evaluated by recording the distance covered in 5 minutes 

(gait endurance). The participants walked back and forth over a distance of 5 meters and 

a stopwatch was utilized to time a total of 5 minutes. The floor surface had marks at 1 
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meter intervals, and the distance was recorded accordingly. Subjects were asked to walk 

as fast and as far as possible. It was anticipated that for the initial test some participants 

might be unable to walk for 5 minutes. For these subjects, the following adaptation was 

used. The subject used the parallel bars with appropriate orthotic devices. The 

participant was encouraged to do whatever was possible during the five minutes, such as 

a combination of standing and taking only a few steps in the parallel bars, then the 

distance covered for those steps was the initial 5-minute walk endurance. If the subject 

was unable to do even that, a zero was recorded for the initial test. 

d. Gait energy expenditure was the oxygen consumed during the 5-minute walk. It 

was evaluated by adding the oxygen consumption each minute in milliliters per kilogram 

of body mass observed over the 5-minute walk (Walking Distance test). Prior to the 

walk, the subject was fitted with a portable gas analyzer (Aerosport, model KB I-Ct in 

order to obtain the value of oxygen consumption during this task, through indirect 

calorimetry. This is a lightweight, portable system that consists of a facemask for 

collecting expired air, sensors for analyzing oxygen({½) and carbon dioxide (CO2) 

content of expired air, a heart rate (HR) monitor, a battery pack and a transmitter worn 

by the subject. A receiving unit received and stored the transmitted data. These data 

were downloaded into a computer in order to calculate values for oxygen consumption 

(VO2), minute ventilation (VE), and respiratory exchange ratio (RER). The gas 

analyzers were calibrated with room air and a sample of known gas, and the flowmeter 

was calibrated by moving a known volume of air through the flowmeter with a 
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calibration syringe according to the manufacture's instructions. The machine was 

calibrated prior to testing each subject. 

e. Gait energy cost refers to the amount of oxygen consumed per unit distance 

traveled during the 5-minute walk. Gait Cost (ml02/kg/meter) was obtained by dividing 

Gait Energy Expenditure (ml02/kg in 5 minutes) by the Walking Distance (meters). 

Lower scores indicate better performance on this variable. 

3. Procedures: 

After randomization using random numbers to pre-assign subjects based upon 

recruitment order, two groups were obtained: a group undergoing regular rehabilitation 

care at the Houston V AMC, and a second group undergoing regular rehabilitation care 

with ST AT. Regular rehabilitation at the Houston V AMC includes physical therapy, 

kinesiotherapy and occupational therapy with the usual gait training. The ST AT group 

received the same interventions as in the regular intervention group, but, without the 

usual gait training. For the ST AT group, supported treadmill ambulation training was 

substituted for the usual gait training. Only stair climbing, locomotion on uneven surface, 

and training on how to handle walking devices were allowed during regular intervention 

for the subjects in the ST AT group. 

With the STAT, there was an overhead harness consisting of a thoracic belt that 

attached around the hips and chest, and two thigh straps with anterior and posterior 

attachments to the thoracic band. This harness was fastened snugly to the subject to 

minimize upward shifting of the harness (Pneu-Weight Harness, Quinton Inc., Seattle, 
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WA. )8
, and attached to the body weight support system. The body weight support 

(BWS) system has a suspension mechanism that indicated the amount of weight being 

supported (Vigor Support System).c Training started with support of up to 30% of body 

weight, and was progressively decreased as the participants acquire the capability of 

greater self-support. The exact amount of BWS was determined by the therapist based 

upon observing support required to facilitate proper trunk and limb alignment as well as 

transfer of weight onto the hemiparetic limb. As the protocol progressed, the percentages 

ofBWS were decreased, aiming for zero BWS, so that the subject would be training with 

full body weight at faster speeds. BWS was decreased as much as possible while still 

allowing the hemiparetic limb to support weight during stance phase with less than 15 

degrees of knee flexion. The therapist followed the rule of reducing BWS as quickly as 

possible and/or increasing treadmill speed. The BWS was reassessed during every 

training session and a daily log sheet was utilized to record gait speed, amount of support 

and cardiovascular responses. 

The treadmill utilized for training allowed walking to be initiated for a speed as 

slow as 0.01 m/sec and to be increased by increments of 0.01 m/sec (Woodway 

Treadmills, Waukesha, WI). 0 The initial speed and progression were determined by the 

therapist. Speed was increased when a usual step length occurred at a higher speed. The 

patient was checked for progression during every training session. 

Subjects were trained daily (Monday through Friday), for 20 minutes, up to 

discharge from the Rehabilitation Unit. Measurements of blood pressure were performed 

before, during, and after completing each training session. Missing more than 3 
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consecutively scheduled visits for medical reasons or inability to participate resulted in 

the patient being dropped from the study. 

4. Statistical analysis: 

Descriptive statistics were utilized to characterize demographics and to establish 

initial scores on the MMSE and the NIH Stroke Scale. Independent T-tests were utilized 

to compare differences between group means. Non-parametric (Wilcoxon) tests were 

conducted for variables recorded in ordinal scales (MMSE and NIH). 

Analysis of covariance (ANCOV A) with the pre-test score as the covariate was 

utilized to determine differences in the clinical outcomes measured across the two 

groups. The Gait Ability scale was reported in ordinal data; therefore, the raw scores 

were ranked, and the ANCOVA was conducted based on the ranks, using the baseline 

ranks as the covariates. 29 

Since this was a pilot study, we were interested in determining effect sizes (ES) 

for the measures. The ES were calculated by the difference between the adjusted means 

of the ST AT group and regular group divided by the averaged standard deviation at 

baseline.30 Pearson's Product Moment analysis was used to establish correlations among 

continuous variables. 

RESULTS: 

Fifteen male subjects fulfilled the criteria and voluntarily agreed to participate in 

this study. However, two participants were dropped from the study. One, in the ST AT 
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intervention, because he failed to complete the minimal of 9 required ST AT sessions. The 

other, in the regular intervention, because he had pulmonary complications and was 

unable to continue rehabilitation. Seven participants were randomly assigned to regular 

intervention, and 6 patients were assigned to the experimental group (STAT 

intervention). All participants had cerebrovascular accidents documented clinically; 

computerized tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results were also 

noted. In the control group, 3 participants had right-sided hemiparesis, and 4 had left

sided. In the ST AT group, right side hemiparesis was present in 4 subjects and 2 had left

sided hemiparesis. Table 2 depicts information on demographics, level of cognition 

(MMSE), impairment (NIH), number of days since the stroke, and hours of rehabilitation 

each group received. 

The two groups had no significant differences in demographics, impairment, and 

cognition or in the number of days since the stroke. However, the regular intervention 

group had more variability in age, weight and the time since the stroke. A mean score of 

less than 6 in the NIH scale for both groups revealed that the subjects were moderately 

impaired, which, according to Adams et al., predict good chance of recovery.31 A mean 

Mini-Mental State Examination score over 25 for both groups suggested that the 

participants had no major dementia. The mean number of days from the onset of 

symptoms until entry into rehabilitation was two weeks for both groups; thus, the patients 

were within an acute phase of recovery. 

In spite of the randomization, the clinical outcomes revealed that the ST AT group 

tended to start off with slightly better scores in all gait parameters, thus requiring the use 
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of the pre-test score as a covariate. Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations, and 

95% confidence intervals for both groups, pre and post interventions. The analyses of 

covariance did not demonstrate any statistically significant differences between the two 

interventions, for any of the dependent variables analyzed. 

Although the statistical analysis performed on the Gait Ability scores was based 

on the variability of the ranks, a meaningful interpretation should be based on the raw 

scores. The pre and post median scores for both groups were equal, i.e., 1 and 3 

respectively, for both Regular and STAT interventions. This means that, in general, the 

participants in both groups required firm continuous support from one person to help with 

walking and with balance at the beginning of rehabilitation. Both groups improved 

similarly at the end of the intervention attaining a median score of 3 in the F AC scale, 

which demonstrates that participants required verbal supervision, or stand-by help from 

one person without physical contact by discharge. Figure 1 shows the frequency 

distribution of F AC scores. After intervention, the ST AT group had five participants who 

scored 2 or more (needs continuous or intermittent support of one person to help with 

balance or coordination) and only one who still scored O (patient cannot walk or requires 

help of two or more people). In the regular group, four subjects scored 2 or more, but 

three still scored O after intervention. 

Two patients in the regular group could not walk 5 meters continuously on the 

pretest, and scored zero on this variable. One subject walked 5 meters but had to rest 

three times to cover this distance and the other walked just 1 meter. Therefore, the 

variability in the initial Gait Speed in the regular intervention group was higher, and had 
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a mean value of 0.12 ± 0.15 m/sec. The pretest Gait Speed for the regular intervention 

group was a third less than that of the ST AT group (0.36 ± 0.25 m/sec ). After 

intervention, the ST AT group attained a mean speed of 0.59 ± 0.29 m/sec compared to 

0.27 ± 0.23 mis for the regular group. This generated a moderate effect size of 0.4 

standard deviation units (SDU). 30 

The initial walk distance for both groups was also quite different. The ST AT 

group covered about 64 meters (or 4.6 times) more than the regular group (81.60 ± 60.17 

versus 17. 73 ± 18. 78 meters, respectively). After the interventions, this difference in 

distance increased to approximately 110 meters, which represents a difference of 2.8 

times more for the STAT group (170.83 ± 85.87 meters versus 60.71 ± 54.37 meters, 

accordingly). The variability remained high for both groups, especially for the regular 

group. The walk distance results for the ST AT intervention, when compared to the 

regular intervention, generated a large effect size of 1.16 SDU. 30 

The amount of oxygen consumed during the five-minute walk test (gait energy 

expenditure) was more similar than the distance covered by each group. The energy 

expenditure observed in this test was only 1.2 more in the ST AT group as compared to 

the regular intervention at baseline (40.75 ± 3.89 versus 32.94 ± 6.57 mlO2/kg/5min, 

respectively). After intervention, the ST AT group had an energy expenditure of 48.49 ± 

7.28 mlO2/kg/5min, while the regular group had 39.19 ± 11.38 mlO2/kg/5min, also 1.2 

times higher in the ST AT group. This indicates that the effort to perform the walk test 

was comparatively higher for the regular group, mainly at the beginning of the study. A 

moderate effect size of 0.3 SDU was obtained with the gait energy expenditure. 30 
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The oxygen consumed per meter (gait energy cost) during the five-minute walk 

was highly variable with the regular intervention group, especially at baseline (5.15 ± 

7.87 mlO2/kg/meter), because there were two participants who, during the five minutes, 

were able to walk just 1 and 5 meters, respectively. Therefore, the difference between the 

two groups was notable, even though it failed to reach statistical significance. After 

intervention, the ST AT group still demonstrated lower gait energy costs per meter walked 

as compared to the regular group (0.40 ± 0.32 versus 1.75 ± 1.70 mlO2/kg/meter, 

respectively). The gait energy cost variable generated a large effect size of 0. 7 SDU. 30 

The regular group received a mean of 51.00 ± 26.41 hours of intervention, while 

the ST AT group received 41.83 ± 17.44 hours, which was not statistically different 

(Table 2). However, one subject in regular intervention received a total time of 108 hours 

of rehabilitation. This patient's data was excluded from analyses only when the 

correlations of time of intervention and the clinical outcome variables were performed. 

Without this patient, the rehabilitation time in this group was a mean of 41.50 ± 8.87 

hours of intervention, which is similar to the ST AT group. This showed that we were able 

to equalize the time of intervention between the two groups, so that time spent in therapy 

could not be considered a confounding factor. However, even though the two groups 

received a similar amount of therapy, the association between the number of hours of 

intervention with the outcome variables was not the same (Table 4). With the regular 

group, the Pearson's correlation coefficients for time in rehabilitation, gait speed, walking 

distance, gait energy expenditure, and gait energy cost were-0.13, 0.11, 0.48, and 0.04, 

respectively. Therefore, except for gait energy expenditure, there was no association 
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between the number of hours spent in the regular intervention and the outcome variables. 

On the other hand, even though it didn't reach statistical significance, the strength of 

association between intervention time in the ST AT group and gait speed, walking 

distance, gait energy expenditure, and gait energy cost was higher, i.e., 0.50, 0.50, 0.75, 

and -0.16, respectively. 

The correlations observed among the outcome variables themselves were 

consistently high in both interventions (Table 4). In the STAT group, speed correlated 

significantly with walk distance (r = 0.94 p< 0.01 ), but not significantly with gait energy 

expenditure and gait energy cost (r=0.51, p = 0.3; and r = -0.77, p = 0.07, respectively). 

Walk distance had less than a moderate correlation with gait energy expenditure (r = 

0.39, p = 0.44), but a strong and significant correlation with gait energy cost (r= -0.88, 

p=0.02). 

In the regular group, without the subject who had 108 hours of intervention, Gait 

Speed correlated significantly with both walk distance and gait energy cost (r = 0.94, p 

<0.01, and r = 0.88, p<0.0 1, respectively). Gait Speed also had a high correlation with 

gait energy expenditure without reaching statistical significance (r = 0.64, p=0.17). Walk 

distance strongly correlated with gait energy expenditure without reaching statistical 

significance (r = 0.71, p=0.12), but was significantly and negatively correlated to gait 

energy cost (r= - 0.81, p=0.05). 
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DISCUSSION: 

The utilization of ST AT for early gait training with acute stroke survivors in this 

pilot study yielded promising results. It was demonstrated that STAT is feasible and safe 

to be used with stroke survivors even during acute rehabilitation. 

The sample studied constituted individuals who had sequellae that could benefit 

from a rehabilitative intervention. At baseline, the NIH stroke scale and the F AC scores 

were not different for the two groups, although the performance-based gait tests 

demonstrated that the groups were not similar, in spite of randomization. F AC scores 

were able to detect changes after both interventions, but had less discrimination when 

contrasted with the gait parameters. Consequently, the continuous variables used in this 

study to objectively characterize this population and to determine changes after 

intervention demonstrated better discriminatory capabilities as compared to qualitative 

ordinal scales. 

There were no statistically significant results observed with any of the outcomes 

analyzed. However, for some of the variables, the effect size generated in this short 

intervention study was similar to or larger than the effect sizes for rehabilitation studies. 

Kwakkel et al. reported effect sizes of rehabilitation after stroke of0.28, 0.37 and 0.10 

SDU for variables including activities of daily living, neuromuscular capacity, and 

function, respectively. 32 Ottenbacher et al. reported a higher effect size with 

rehabilitation of 0.57 SDU. 33 In our study, even though we had clinically significant 

effect sizes, the power to detect statistically significant changes with this preliminary 

study was low because of the small sample size. For example, for walk distance and gait 
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energy, whose effect sizes were 1.16 and 0.7, respectively, the power was 50% and 20%. 

With Gait Speed and gait energy expenditure, where the effect sizes were 0.4 and 0.3, 

respectively, the power to detect changes was even smaller, less than 10%. Therefore, 

this pilot study warrants future studies with larger samples sizes. 

Several considerations should be kept in mind regarding gait speed in stroke 

survivors. First, gait speed has been reported to be positively correlated with motor 

recovery, hence it can be argued that changes in gait speed observed during acute 

rehabilitation may reflect natural recovery, which is more pronounced within 3 months 

after the event. Second, reports on gait speed in the literature vary because of the 

inclusion of multiple levels of disability following a stroke as well as the chronicity of the 

patients. Third, gain in gait speed is also related to the time spent in therapy, a factor that 

varies not only with chronicity, but also in relation to the country where the research 

occurred. The therapy time for acute, chronic, inpatient or outpatient care varies in 

different countries, which limits generalizability.34·35 Fourth, the utilization of gait speed 

as a clinical outcome variable must be analyzed in terms of what it represents 

functionally. Walking velocities are associated with specific functional tasks, and also 

vary according to age and health status of the group studied. 

Wade et al. obtained walking velocities from 34 elderly, normal controls (age 

over 60 years) to compare to the gait speed of stroke patients who were 3 months post

event.3 A gait speed of 0.6m/sec was observed as the normal velocity for the stroke 

patients. von Schroeder et al. found that normal controls whose mean age was 64 years 

had a gait speed of 1.07 m/sec, while chronic stroke patients of similar age walked at 0.8 
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m/sec.36 Richards et al. compared the gait speed of acute stroke survivors ("measured as 

soon as possible after admission") with gender and age-matched controls and reported 

that stroke survivors had a gait speed of 0.45 m/sec, which represented a deficit of 0. 71 

m/sec when compared to the controls (mean gait speed of 1.15 m/sec ). 37 

Goldie et al. indicated that patients who could not ambulate at a gait speed of 0.15 

m/sec would require long-term care assistance. 34 In our study, the initial gait speeds of 

0.12 and 0.36 m/sec suggested that our patients were substantially compromised, 

especially in the regular intervention group. Richards et al. reported that out of the 44 

stroke survivors with an initial gait speed of 0.30m/sec after 50.5 ± 19 days since the 

stroke, 89% did not reach a speed over 0.50m/sec after a 2-month intervention. 37 

Perry et al. reported that a speed of0.58 ± .18 m/sec is required to perform 

moderate community activities without the use of a wheelchair.38 In our pilot study, the 

ST AT group, which had similar initial gait speeds as those reported by Richards et al, 

achieved a mean gait speed compatible with moderate community activities after a 3 

week intervention. 37 The regular intervention group achieved a gait speed, which is 

compatible with unlimited household ambulation (0.27m/sec), as reported by Perry et al. 

38 

The reported range for walking speed recovery in different studies for stroke 

survivors was 0.25 to 0.5 m/sec. 39 Stroke survivors, who start the rehabilitation process 

with gait speeds lower than 0.35 m/sec, have less chance to achieve unlimited community 

walking speeds of 0.80 m/sec even when different approaches or intervention times are 

considered. 11
•
16

•
17

•
37

•
38 In our data, the two patients in the STAT group who reached a gait 
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speed over 0. 70 m/sec were the ones who had initial gait speeds over 0.5 m/sec. With 

regular intervention, no patient achieved a speed compatible with moderate community 

activity (0.58 m/sec). 

The five-minute walk test is primarily designed to measure endurance. It requires 

both some aerobic fitness and lower limb strength. For acute stroke survivors, proper 

balance is also crucial for this test. The short initial distances in our study may reflect 

major deficits in any of these areas. At baseline, there was a great difference between the 

two groups in terms of distance covered, with high variability, primarily in the regular 

group. However, the amount of oxygen consumed (gait energy expenditure) during this 

task was similar between the two groups. This indicates that the energy demand to 

perform the five-minute walk was far higher in the regular group, which suggests that this 

group may have had less strength, aerobic fitness, and/or balance, and utilized more 

compensatory strategies. These differences are further supported by the gait energy cost, 

where the amount of oxygen consumed per meter walked during the 5 minutes (gait 

energy cost) was much less in the ST AT group. 

The energy expenditure determines the total amount of oxygen consumed to 

perform the 5-minute walk test, while the energy cost refers to the actual oxygen per 

meter walked. Energy cost may increase by: 1) increasing the energy expenditure 

( oxygen consumption) or; 2) reducing the distance covered in 5 minutes with a normal 

oxygen consumption. The gait energy expenditure for walk and gait energy costs in 

normal individuals (ages from 20 to 80 years) is around 12.01 mlO2/kg/min and 0.15 to 

0.16 mlO2/kg/meter, respectively. 4° For subacute (6 weeks after stroke) stroke survivors 
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(average age 54 years), gait energy expenditure was reported to be as 9.73 mlOi/kg/min 

and gait energy cost as 0.70 mlO2/kg/meter, at admission. Upon discharge, these values 

were I 1.5 mlO2/kg/min and gait energy cost as 0.54 ml(h/kg/meter, respectively. 41 If the 

gait energy expenditure observed in our study were averaged by the 5 minutes walked, at 

baseline, the regular and ST AT groups would have an energy expenditure of 6.6 and 8.15 

mlOi/kg/min, respectively. The STAT group had baseline values that were close to the 

ones observed in Hash's study for energy expenditure and energy cost. This illustrates 

that immediately after a stroke, walking is performed at higher physiological costs and 

less efficiently than normal walking. Thus, besides the impairment resulting from acute 

strokes, performance may be further compromised because of the high energy demands, 

frequently associated with compensatory strategies employed to perform a given task. 

With the regular group, the increase in gait energy cost was primarily due to the fact that 

some patients could not walk properly, although they strove to perform this task during 

the 5 minutes of the trial. 

After intervention, the regular group had an expenditure of 7.83 mlO2/kg/min, 

which is below the baseline value of the ST AT group. The energy expenditure after 

intervention with the STAT group was 9.7 mlO2/kg/min; a value that was similar to the 

Hash's study at baseline. But with the gait energy cost, the value obtained with STAT 

after intervention was lower than both the baseline and after-intervention values obtained 

in Hash's study. 41 This indicates that after 3 weeks of STAT intervention, the stroke 

survivors still had higher energy costs than normal walking for individuals without a 

stroke, but lower energy costs than stroke patients who had undergone rehabilitation 
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reported in the literature. Although the primary utilization of supported treadmill training 

is to restore gait function, it is speculative to say that some aerobic training could have 

occurred during the 3 weeks of intervention. It is still unclear whether the improvement 

in energy utilization was due to recovery of the motor function, or aerobic training or 

both. 

Since this study didn't have sufficient power, it cannot be said that ST AT is 

superior to regular training based on the clinical variables analyzed. However, even 

though the time of intervention was similar between the two groups, the pattern of 

correlation observed among these variables was distinct. Thus, a different pattern of 

shared variance was also observed. In the ST AT group, the coefficient of determination 

obtained indicated that 25% of the variability in gait speed and walk distance, and 56% of 

the variability in gait energy expenditure could be explained by the time of intervention. 

In the regular group, the shared variance between time of intervention and gait speed, 

walk distance, and gait energy cost was less than 2%, and with gait energy expenditure 

was 23%. Therefore, in this short and similar period of intervention, the variability 

observed with the clinical outcomes between the two groups might be explained mostly 

by the kind of intervention offered. 

The size of the association observed among the clinical outcome variables 

themselves indicated that they measured similar constructs, i.e., gait performance. 

However, the size of association among these variables was different between the two 

groups. This may also indicate the variability of the population studied and the inequality 

between the two groups at the beginning of the study. 
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Little is known about the mechanisms underlying improvement in gait 

performance with acute stroke survivors. Natural recovery clearly plays an important role 

for acute and subacute patients. Since both of our groups underwent active inpatient 

rehabilitation, we were not able to determine how many of the changes we noted were 

due to natural recovery, and what was attributable to rehabilitation. Repetition and 

rhythmicity are two important factors for motor recovery in relation to reacquisition of 

neurological function after injury.17 ST AT is an intervention that incorporates both 

repetition and rhythmic stepping. 7
•
8 ST AT may also impact impairments other than gait, 

such as balance, coordination, spasticity and aerobic function. 12 Better understanding of 

potential interactions between recovery of function, rehabilitation interventions, and 

optimizing outcomes is needed for the patient following an acute stroke. 

CONCLUSION: 

This pilot study demonstrated that supported treadmill ambulation training 

is a feasible and safe technique to perform gait training with individuals who survive 

strokes and undergo acute rehabilitation. The clinical outcome variables utilized revealed 

no significant differences between the samples studied. Clinically, the effect size 

obtained with the ST AT intervention as compared with regular rehabilitation alone is 

quite promising. However, another trial, with larger sample size, should be conducted in 

order to generate enough power to demonstrate statistical differences. 
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C Vigor Support System: 4915 Advance Way, Stevensville, Michigan 49127 

D Woodway Treadmills: Woodway USAW229 N591 Foster Court Waukesha, WI 
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Table 1 Functional Ambulation Category 

0. Patients cannot walk or requires help of two or more people 

1. Patient requires firm continuous support from one person who helps with 

carrying weight and with balance 

2. Patient needs continuous or intermittent support of one person to help with 

balance or coordination 

3. Patient requires verbal supervision or stand-by help from one person without 

physical contact 

4. Patient can walk independently on level ground, but requires help on stairs, 

slopes, or uneven surfaces 

5. Patient can walk independently 
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Table 2. SAMPLE CHARACTERISITICS 

REGULAR STAT 

(n=7) (n=6) 

Mean± SD Min-Max Mean± SD Min-Max p 

AGE 58.90 ± 12.90 44 - 75 57.80 ± 5.50 49 - 63 0.0.86 

(yrs) 

HEIGHT 177 .30 ± 8.00 167.60- 188.00 172.60 ± 9.40 159.00-185.40 0.35 

(cm) 

WEIGHT 84.60 ± 23.00 57.60 - 113.40 78.10 ± 13.50 61.20- 118.80 0.56 

(kg) 

MMSE 26.30 ± 2.40 24 - 30 25.70 ± 3.10 22 - 29 0.72t 

NIH 5.60 ± 2.40 1 - 8 3.50 ± 2.00 0-5 0.11 t 

Days since 19.00 ± 12.70 8-47 15.70 ± 7.70 9-28 0.52 

stroke 

Hours of 51.00 ± 26.41 31- 108 41.83 ± 17.44 15.33 - 60.00 0.48 

rehab. 

n: number of participants; MMSE: mini-mental state examination; NIH: National Institutes of Health stroke 

scale; p: significance level. t non-parametric procedure (Wilcoxon) utilized for statistical significance 
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Table 3. Gait parameters pre and post interventions 

REGULAR STAT 

(n=7) (n=6) 

Mean± SD 95%CI Mean± SD 95%CI 

Ability PRE 7.21 ± 4.25 3.28<> 11.15 7.21 ± 4.25 3.28<>11.15 

POST 7.07 ± 4.50 2. 91 <> 11.16 7.93 ± 3.65 4.24<> 11.37 

Speed PRE 0.12±0.15 -0.02<>0.26 0.36 ± 0.25 0.10<>0.63 

(m/s) POST 0.27 ± 0.23 0.06<>0.48 0.59 ± 0.29 0.28<>0.90 

Distance PRE 17.73 ± 18.78 0.36<>35.10 81.60 ± 60.17 18.52<> 144.81 

(m) POST 60.71 ± 54.37 10.42<> 111.00 170.83 ± 85.87 80.70<>260.96 

Energy PRE 32.94 ± 6.57 26.87<>39.02 40.75 ± 3.89 36.67<>44.83 

expenditure POST 39.19 ± 11.38 28.67<>49.7 l 48.49 ± 7.29 40.84<>56.15 

(mlOi/kg/5min) 

Cost PRE 5.15±7.87 -2.13<> 12.43 0.85 ± 0.66 0.15<> 1.54 

(mlOi/kg/m) POST 1.75 ± 1.70 0.18<>3.32 0.40 ± 0.32 0.07<>0.75 

N= sample size; CI = confidence interval. 
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients between gait outcomes and rehabilitation time (n=l2} 

GS WD GEE GEC 

WD 0.94** 0.94** 

GEE 0.64 0.51 0.71 0.39 

GEC -0.88* -0.77 -0.81 * -0.88* -0.37 0.08 

TOTAL TIME -0.13 0.50 0.11 0.50 0.48 0.75 0.04 -0.16 

n = sample size; GS: gait speed; WD: walk distance; GEE: gait energy expenditure; GEC: gait energy 

cost; TOT AL TIME: total time of intervention. Bold coefficient: regular intervention; Italic 

coefficient: STAT intervention. (** p<0.0 1, *p<0.05) 
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Figure 1. 

Frequency distribution of Functional Ambulation Category (pre- and post-) for 

Regular and ST AT interventions 
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CHAPTER IV 

This chapter contains the complete version of the paper already accepted for 

publication in the Journal of Rehabilitation Development and Research. In this article the 

data on the cycling exercise protocol were presented along with the partial discussion of 

the correlational study utilizing the FIM scores. This chapter also includes part of the 

literature review pertinent to the main objective proposed for the paper, a methodological 

section, results, discussion, conclusion and literature review. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this pilot study was to compare differences in motor recovery between 

regular rehabilitation (REG), and regular rehabilitation with supported treadmill 

ambulation training (ST AT) using the performance on a bicycle exercise test and the 

locomotor scale of the Functional Independence Measure (FIM-L). Twelve patients with 

acute strokes were randomly assigned to either REG or ST AT for 2 to 3 weeks. The 

ST AT group received daily gait training utilizing a treadmill with partial support of body 

weight. After intervention, the ST AT group had higher oxygen consumption ( 11.34 ± 

0.88 vs 8.32 ± 0.88 ml/kg/min, p=0.039), total workload (58.75 ± 7.09 vs 45.42 ± 7.09 

watts, p=ns ), and total time pedaling the bike (288.91 ± 30.61 vs 211.42 ± 30.61 seconds, 

p=ns) compared to the REG group. The FIM-L scores were not different for the two 

groups. This pilot study suggests that the STAT intervention is a promising technique for 

acute stroke rehabilitation, and future studies with larger sample sizes are warranted to 

establish the effectiveness of this intervention. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

About 730,000 Americans suffer a stroke each year, and nearly 350,000 of them 

have some residual neurological deficits that impair their functional capacity ( 1,2). 

Residual motor weakness, poor motor control and spasticity result in an altered gait 

pattern, poor balance, risk for falls, and increase energy expenditure during walking. The 

functional consequences of the primary neurological deficits often predispose the stroke 

survivor to a sedentary lifestyle, which further reduces the individual's activity of daily 

living (ADL) and cardiovascular reserves, increasing the risk for additional strokes. 

Limitations in quality of life and higher levels of physical functioning are usually 

underestimated in stroke patients (3). 

The energy expenditure required to perform routine ambulation is elevated 

approximately 1.5 to 2.0 fold in hemiparetic stroke patients compared to normal control 

subjects (4). Increased energy costs foster less willingness to move, favoring further 

decline in cardiovascular fitness, disuse atrophy and weakness (5). Although one of the 

main goals in the treatment of stroke patients is to restore a proper gait pattern, the 

emphasis in rehabilitation has been the improvement of self-care through muscle strength 

and coordination training. Intervention normally starts with careful preparation of 

required muscle activity in the supine position, and progresses to work on the individual 

components of gait while standing ( 6). Patients are discouraged from walking for long 

periods of time to avoid stereotyped mass synergies that would occur without sufficient 

trunk and lower limb control (7). 
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Recent evidence has shown that repetitive task-oriented exercise programs 

improve functional capabilities in individuals with neurological deficits. The degree of 

locomotor recovery was significantly related to the training strategy used in patients with 

neurological conditions (8-11 ). Some animal studies have shown that a near-normal 

walking pattern can be achieved after a period of locomotor training in which support for 

the hindquarters and stepping on a treadmill is provided (11-13). 

Supported treadmill ambulation training (ST AT) is a recent therapeutic approach 

that minimizes the delay during which gait training can be initiated with neurological 

patients. The patients are provided with the body-weight support (BWS) needed to 

initiate walking early in the rehabilitation process ( 10). The treadmill stimulates repetitive 

and rhythmic stepping while the patient is supported in an upright position and is bearing 

weight on the lower limbs (14). However, there have been no studies on the effects of 

ST AT on functional outcomes during the acute phases of rehabilitation. Therefore, the 

main purpose of this study is to compare functional recovery attained with regular 

rehabilitation and regular rehabilitation combined with ST AT intervention in a group of 

acute stroke patients. 

ST AT can be used for patients with severe gait impairments. The severity of the 

impairments may limit the utility of gait measures as a baseline measure prior to 

rehabilitation. Therefore, outcome measures other than gait should be used to detect 

changes following ST AT. Since pedaling is a functional activity that can be used by 

stroke patients at a very early stage of rehabilitation and has also been used as a tool to 

evaluate aerobic capacity in this population, a bicycle ergometer protocol was utilized to 
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compare physical performance recovery for patients before and after the two 

rehabilitation strategies. Pedaling requires reciprocal, symmetrical and bilateral 

movements of the lower extremities and can evaluate the ability to generate power ( 15-

17). Smith et al. demonstrated a pronounced normalization of the torque ratios between 

the paretic and non-paretic limbs of chronic stroke patients following three months of 

treadmill training conducted three times a week ( 18). The investigators suggested that the 

improvement observed in volitional torque production in the paretic limbs of stroke 

patients might be a consequence of central neural plasticity. Consequently, the ability to 

generate force while pedaling may be a useful means to evaluate functional ability after a 

stroke. 

This report presents the results of a pilot study to compare regular in-patient 

rehabilitation with regular rehabilitation combined with supported treadmill ambulation 

training (ST AT) for patients with acute strokes in relation to performance on a bicycle 

ergometer test and the locomotor scale of the Functional Independence Measurement 

{FIM-L). It was hypothesized that the regular care combined with STAT group would 

develop better lower extremity functional abilities compared to regular care alone. Better 

function would be demonstrated by higher performance on the bicycle protocol, such as 

workload, biking time and oxygen consumption and higher scores on the FIM-L, as 

compared to the regular intervention. A second objective was to compare the 

performance-based measures of function from the bike test to the FIM-L scores. It was 

hypothesized that FIM-L scores would correlate with performance on the bike protocol. 
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II. METHODS 

1. Subjects: 

Fifteen stroke survivors were recruited from a sample of convenience among the 

stroke patients admitted to the Rehabilitation Medicine Service, Nursing Unit 2-B at the 

Veterans Affairs Medical Center, in Houston, Texas. Participants had a recent unilateral 

stroke based upon the clinical evaluation. They were recruited to participate in this study 

after meeting specific criteria and voluntarily signing an informed consent agreement 

approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Houston VAMC and the Human 

Subjects Review Committee of Texas Woman's University. They were enrolled in the 

study regardless of gender or race, although more males are prevalent in this facility. 

a. Inclusion/exclusion criteria 

The inclusion criteria were: 

• recent history of stroke (less than 6 weeks post event) secondary to 

cerebrovascular accident (CV A) based on the clinical presentation (hemiparesis) 

and/ or magnet resonance imaging; 

• display a significant gait deficit as evidenced by a gait speed of 36 meters per 

minute or less and a score of 0, 1, or 2 on the Functional Ambulation Category 

(i.e. needs assistance) 

• sufficient cognition to participate in the training (Mini-Mental State Exam -

MMSE 2: 21); 
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• ability to stand with or without assistance and to take at least one or more steps 

with or without assistance. 

The exclusion criteria were: 

• patients with any co-morbidity or disability other than hemiparesis ( e.g., 

amputation, spinal cord lesion) that would preclude gait training; 

• recent myocardial infarction within four weeks; 

• any uncontrolled health condition for which exercise is contra-indicated such 

as uncontrolled diabetes (blood sugar levels consistently higher than 250mg/dl) 

• severe lower extremity joint disease or rheumatoid arthritis that would 

interfere with gait training 

• obesity (body weight over 110 kg); 

• cognitive impairment (Mini-Mental State Examination - MMSE - score <21) 

b. Patient Characteristics 

On entry into the study, descriptive details of the subjects such as age, height, 

weight, side and location oflesion and number of days since the stroke were recorded. 

Each patient was also characterized according to cognitive impairment, stroke-related 

impairment, gait impairment, and the total time spent in rehabilitation. Medication intake 

was documented at baseline and at discharge of the study. 

Cognitive impairment was evaluated by the Mini-Mental State Examination 

(MMSE) which is a brief, valid and reliable instrument commonly used with elders 

(19,20). The utilization of a cut-off score of21 on the MMSE was based on a report of 
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Small et al., and focused on excluding patients with more than moderate cognitive 

deficits (21 ). 

The National Institute of Health (NIH) Stroke Scale was used to characterize the 

patient's impairment as a result of the stroke. This is a 15-item scale evaluating specific 

domains related to consciousness, vision, extraocular movements, facial palsy, limb 

strength, ataxia, sensation, speed and language. This scale has been validated and its 

reliability is good (22-23). The NIH Stroke Scale as well as the MMSE were used 

descriptively. 

Gait impairment was based on the Functional Ambulation Category (F AC) scale 

(25,26). Participants were rated as one of 6 levels according to the personnel support 

needed for gait, regardless of use of an assistive device. The patient would receive a zero 

if he/she couldn't walk or required the help of two or more people; a score of one if 

requiring firm continuous support from one person who helped with carrying weight and 

with balance; a score of two if the patient needed continuous or intermittent support of 

one person to help with balance or coordination; a score of three if the patient required 

verbal supervision or stand-by help from one person without physical contact; a score of 

four if the patient could walk independently on level ground, but required help on stairs, 

slopes, or uneven surfaces; and a score of five if the patient could walk independently. 

The measure was rated by the investigator and based on the participant's ability to walk a 

distance of 15 meters (7). This measure was used before and after the intervention. 

In order to assure that each group had the same duration of rehabilitation, the total 

time spent in rehabilitation was determined from each patient's medical record. The 
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number of hours spent in physical therapy, kinesiotherapy, and occupational therapy were 

summed. In addition, for those in the ST AT group, the time spent in ST AT training was 

added into the total rehabilitation time. 

2. Measurements 

Exercise performance was tested on a bike ergometer. An electronic bike 

(Tunturi™ Model EL 400, Turku, Finland) was utilized so that workloads could be 

progressively increased as the test progresses. The initial workload was zero and 

increased at a rate of 25 watts every 2 minutes, up to a participant's volitional fatigue, 

request to stop, achieving a respiratory exchange ratio greater than 1.0 or his/her heart 

rate was within l 0 beats of age predicted maximal heart rate. The physician and physical 

therapist also stopped the test based on clinical judgement, such as observed signs of 

marked dyspnea, pallor, volitional fatigue, significant electrocardiogram (EKG) changes 

or blood pressure exceeding 190/ 110 mmHg. The highest oxygen consumption, heart 

rate, workload and time achieved by the patient were recorded. 

The participants had both feet strapped to the pedals of the bike, and utilized the 

unaffected side as the main source of force for pedaling. A 12-lead EKG was used to 

monitor heart rate and electrophysiological behavior of the heart (Medical Graphics 

Cardiopulmonary Exercise System - CPX/D, Minneapolis, MN). The subject pedaled 

while sitting in a chair behind the bike rather than on the ergometer seat. This 

positioning minimized balance instability during the test. Blood pressure was measured 
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during the last 30 seconds of each 2-minute workload. The average heart rate during the 

last 30 seconds of exercise was recorded as the highest exercise heart rate. 

Measurements of oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide, and minute ventilation 

were continuously recorded during the graded bike protocol utilizing a computerized, 

breath-by-breath respiratory gas analyzer (Medical Graphics Cardiopulmonary Exercise 

System - CPX/D, Minneapolis, MN). The highest oxygen consumption (VO2) was the 

average during the last 30 seconds of exercise. The reliability ofVO2 measurements in 

stroke patients utilizing an electronic bike has been reported as 0.94 (15). The test was 

conducted on admission to the rehabilitation unit and at discharge. 

Functional outcomes were assessed by the Functional Independence Measure 

(FIM scale). Reports on reliability and validity of the FIM scale are excellent (27-29). 

FIM assessments were performed by a study physician both at the time of admission to 

the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Service and at the time of patient's discharge. 

Since the intervention of interest was locomotion, only the subscore related to locomotion 

was utilized for data analysis. The locomotion subscore is composed of two sub-items: 

walk and stairs. If the patient can not ambulate, the walk component is evaluated by 

wheelchair mobility. Therefore, the locomotion subscore ranges from 2 to 14. 

3. Procedure: 

A random number table was utilized to pre-assign subjects based upon 

recruitment order. Patients were assigned to one of two groups: a group undergoing 
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regular rehabilitation care and a second group undergoing regular rehabilitation care plus 

STAT, at the Houston VAMC. 

Regular training at this hospital consists of daily sessions of physical therapy, 

kinesiotherapy and occupational therapy. The usual amount of time is 3 hours daily, 

consisting of 1 hour for each therapy. Physical therapy focused on strengthening, 

function, and mobility activities including gait training. The objectives of kinesiotherapy 

were to increase strength and endurance; while occupational therapy intervention related 

to activities of daily living. 

Both groups underwent the regular training. However, the ST AT group received 

treadmill training instead of the 20 minutes of gait training the REG group received. The 

gait training for the ST AT group was conducted, for 20 minutes, 5 days a week, by 

means of the body-supported treadmill ambulation system. Stair climbing, locomotion on 

uneven surface, and training on how to handle walking devices, when needed, were 

allowed during regular intervention for both groups. A harness consisting of a thoracic 

belt was attached snugly around the hips and chest to minimize upward shift (Quinton 

Pneu-weight harness). Two thigh straps with anterior and posterior attachments to the 

thoracic belt were fitted loosely on the patient. The harness was attached to an overhead 

bar on the body weight support system. The system has a suspension mechanism that 

signals the amount of weight being supported (Vigor Corp., Ann Arbor, Ml). Training 

was started with support of up to 30% of body weight, and was progressively decreased 

as the patients acquire the capability of more self-support. The exact amount of body 

weight support (BWS) was determined by the therapist based upon observing the support 
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required to facilitate proper trunk, and limb alignment and transfer of weight onto the 

hemiparetic limb. BWS was decreased as much as possible while still allowing the 

hemiparetic limb to support weight during stance phase with less than 15 degrees of knee 

flexion. As the protocol progressed, the percentage of BWS was decreased, aiming for 

zero BWS, so that the subject would be training with full body weight at faster speeds. 

The therapist followed the rule of reducing BWS and/or increasing treadmill speed as 

quickly as possible. The BWS was reassessed during every training session and a daily 

log sheet was utilized to record gait speed, amount of support and cardiovascular 

responses. 

The treadmill utilized for training allowed walking to be initiated at a speed as 

slow as 0.0lm/sec (meters per second) and to be increased by increments of 0.0lm/sec 

(Woodway Treadmill, Bonn, Germany). The initial speed and progression were 

determined by the therapist. Speed was increased when a usual step length could be 

taken at a higher speed. The patients were checked for progression during every training 

sess10n. 

Subjects were trained 5 days per week on the ST AT, until discharge from the 

Rehabilitation Unit, usually 2 to 3 weeks. Missing more than 3 consecutively scheduled 

visits for medical reasons or inability to participate in a minimal of 9 sessions resulted in 

the patient being dropped out from the study. 
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III. STATISTICAL ANALYSES: 

Descriptive statistics were utilized to characterize demographics and to establish 

initial scores on the MMSE, FAC, NIH Stroke Scale, and FIM-L scores at the beginning 

of the study. Independent T-tests were utilized to compare mean differences between 

groups for data reported in continuous, interval/ratio scales. A non-parametric equivalent 

(Wilcoxon) was utilized to analyze data reported in ordinal scales. 

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was completed on the dependent bike 

variables ( oxygen consumption, workload, heart rate, blood pressure, and pedaling time) 

between the two groups using the pre-scores as covariates. When the outcome variable 

was expressed in ordinal scales such as FIM-L and FAC scores, the baseline and the post

intervention raw scores were ranked, and the ANCOVA was conducted based on the 

ranks, using the baseline ranks as the covariates (30). An alpha level of 0.05 was required 

for statistical significance. Considering that this was a pilot study and exploratory in 

nature, no correction for type I error was completed. 

Since FIM-L scores are recorded in an ordinal scale, the Spearman's correlation 

coefficient was utilized to establish the strength of association between functional 

measures and the measures of performance on the bike protocol. 

IV. RESULTS: 

Fifteen male subjects fulfilled the criteria and voluntarily agreed to participate in 

this study. After randomization 8 participants were assigned to the regular group 

intervention, and the remaining 7 were assigned to the ST AT intervention. All 
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participants had cerebral vascular accidents documented clinically, and often also by 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In the regular rehabilitation group, 4 participants had 

right-sided and 4 had left-sided hemiparesis. In the ST AT group, right side hemiparesis 

was present in 5 subjects while 2 participants had left-sided hemiparesis. 

One participant from the control left the hospital prior to medical discharge, and 

was tested only at baseline. Another participant from the control group had pulmonary 

complications and was dropped from the study. One subject in the STAT group had less 

than 9 sessions of ST AT training. Therefore, the data from the remaining 12 participants 

were analyzed. 

Table I depicts information on demographics, level of cognition (MMSE), 

impairment (NIH), functional independence measures on locomotion subscores (FIM-L), 

and the number of days since the stroke on admission to rehabilitation. There were no 

significant differences between the two groups at baseline. However, the regular 

intervention group demonstrated more variability in age and impairment. A mean MSSE 

score of 26 for both groups revealed that the participants had only mild cognitive 

impairments. A mean score less than 6 in the NIH scale for both groups revealed that the 

subjects were moderately impaired, which, according to Adams et al. predicts good 

chances of recovery (31 ). There were no major changes in medications between baseline 

and discharge from rehabilitation. The number of days elapsed from the onset of 

symptoms to the first baseline measurements for both groups was 15.00 ± 6.62 days. 

The analysis of the Functional Ambulatory Capacity (F AC) scores in figure 1 

revealed that at baseline the regular group had 2 participants who required the help of two 
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or more people to walk (score of zero), 1 participant who scored one (required firm 

continuous support of one person), and 3 participants who scored two (required 

continuous or intermittent support of one person). For the ST AT group, the distribution 

was more even, with 2 participants scoring zero, 2 participants scoring one and the other 

2 participants with a score of two. After intervention, the 2 participants in the regular 

group who scored zero at baseline still scored zero, demonstrating no change with the 

treatment. The 3 participants who scored two improved their score to three (required 

verbal supervision or stand-by), and 1 participant whose initial score was one changed to 

four (walk independently on level ground). The results after intervention with the ST AT 

group revealed that 1 participant still scored zero, 3 participants scored two, 1 participant 

scored three and another participant scored four. The ANCOVA based on ranks using the 

baseline F AC scores as covariates revealed no statistical difference between the two 

interventions. Clinically, this scale didn't demonstrate meaningful changes for this 

sample. 

Table 2 depicts the variables obtained with the bike protocol during pre- and post

testing for both regular and ST AT interventions, and the probability levels found based 

on the analysis of means adjusted for pre-test scores. There were no major ECG 

abnormalities while performing the exercise test in any of the subjects either at baseline 

or during post-intervention testing. Considering the acuteness of the stroke and the level 

of disability of the subjects, it was not expected that the exercise test would reach 

maximal exercise. During baseline evaluation, the main factor determining the end of the 

test was reaching a blood pressure of 190/ 110 mmHg (70% ). The second most common 
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factor that led to test termination was leg fatigue (30%). At post-intervention, leg fatigue 

and blood pressure were still the most common reason for test termination (57% and 43% 

respectively). 

The ANCOV A based on adjusted means revealed that the oxygen consumption 

for the ST AT group was significantly higher as compared to the regular group after 

intervention (F=5.86 p=0.039). Although the mean highest heart rate for the ST AT group 

was about 20 beats higher than the regular group after intervention, this difference failed 

to achieve statistical significance (F=4.36 p=0.066). Likewise, there were no significant 

differences in blood pressure or total time pedaling on the bike test. 

The total time spent in rehabilitation was not significantly different between the 

two groups ( 51 ± 26.41 versus 41.83 ± 17.44 hours for regular and ST AT intervention, 

respectively). Out of the mean of 41.83 hours that the ST AT spent in rehabilitation, an 

average of 4 ± 1.15 hours was dedicated to supported treadmill training. However, one 

subject in the Regular intervention was in rehabilitation far longer ( 108 hours compared 

to an average for 43 hours for all others). Excluding this outlier, the two groups had 

equal rehabilitation time. 

The initial amount of support was no more than 30% of body weight, which was 

decreased in association with a progressive increase in treadmill speed as the patient 

improved. At the end of ST AT protocol the maximal speeds utilized to train ranged from 

0.20 m/sec to 0.80 m/sec, according to the patient's ability. 

Table 3 depicts results of oxygen consumption and time spend at the workload of 

25 watts, pre- and post-intervention for each group. Two patients in the regular group and 
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one in the ST AT group could not pedal against a 25-watt resistance at baseline. All 

participants were able to pedal at this workload after intervention. The statistical analysis 

based on the adjusted means (baseline scores at 25 watts) was conducted only on the 

subjects who could pedal at that workload for both baseline and after interventions ( 4 in 

the regular group and 5 in the ST AT group). None of these differences reached statistical 

significance. In both groups, the patients increased the oxygen consumption at 25 watts. 

However, the ST AT group had a concomitant increase in time while pedaling at this 

workload, while the regular group decreased. 

FIM-L scores weren't statistically different on admission, as revealed by the 

Wilcoxon' s statistic (Table 1 ). Clinically, the initial difference between the two groups 

was not substantial either, as revealed by contrasting the mean FIM-L scores. A mean 

score between 2 and 4, which was observed for both groups, indicated that the patients, 

on average, required between maximal to total assistance for locomotion at the initiation 

of rehabilitation. The analyses of the FIM-L scores after intervention was conducted by 

ranking the pre- and post-scores and applying the ANCOV A technique, with the ranked 

scores at baseline as covariates. This procedure revealed that there was no statistical 

difference between the two groups. Accordingly, the analyses of the mean FIM-L scores 

indicated that both groups improved similarly clinically (8.67 ± 1.86 versus 8.50 ± 2.17, 

for the regular and STAT groups, respectively). These mean scores indicated that, at 

discharge, patients required minimal assistance for locomotion. Figure 2 depicts the 

frequency distribution of FIM-L scores pre- and post-intervention for both groups. 
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Table 4 gives the correlation coefficients between FIM-L scores and the variables 

related to seated functional ability. In the regular group, at baseline, the strength of 

association between FIM-L scores and the highest pre-VO2, longest time pedaling and 

the highest pre-workload was minimal (Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.05, 0.05 

and 0.12 respectively). In the ST AT group, the baseline correlation coefficients between 

the FIM-L were somewhat higher than the regular group for time spent pedaling the bike 

(r=0.33), and workload (r=0.28), but minimal for pre-VO2. None of these correlations 

were significant. Therefore, there was no association between estimation of functional 

locomotion and the measures of performance at baseline in either group. 

The strength of association between the post-FIM-L scores and the bike protocol 

variables increased at the end of both interventions. For the regular group, oxygen 

consumption and workload had moderate but not significant correlations with post-FIM

L (correlation coefficients equals to 0.68 and 0.67, respectively). There was a small 

correlation with bike time and post-FIM-L scores (r=0.24). With the STAT group, the 

correlations between the highest post-VO2, total time spent pedaling the bike, highest 

post-workload and the FIM-L after intervention were more consistent, but not significant 

(Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.44, 0.52 and 0.68, respectively). 

V. DISCUSSION: 

The utilization of ST AT in this pilot study for early intervention in acute stroke 

rehabilitation revealed that the procedure was safe and well tolerated. Likewise, the use 

of the bicycle protocol to evaluate the outcomes after regular and ST AT interventions 
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was meaningful and feasible to be used with stroke survivors even during in-patient 

rehabilitation. The participants involved in this study were individuals with moderate 

compromise following a cerebral vascular accident, who could benefit from a gait 

intervention. Therefore, they were not representative of the entire stroke population. 

Few studies are available on the peak oxygen consumption in stroke survivors at 

an acute stage. The use of a bike protocol with the patients seated on a chair behind the 

bike and both feet strapped onto the pedals proved to be a safe and effective modification 

to perform an exercise test in these patients. Tsuji et al. reported the use of bridging 

activities as a mode of stress testing for CV A survivors in a group of subjects 

hospitalized for rehabilitation at a tertiary rehabilitation facility (32). Although the 

median length of days since the stroke in the population studied was 105 days, the highest 

peak VO2 was 6.54 mlO2/kg/min and the peak heart rate was 80.57 bpm. There was no 

report on blood pressure responses. With our protocol, we were able to use another 

functional activity with a higher exercise intensity on a more acute population of stroke 

survivors. The cycle ergometer test resulted in higher VO2 and heart rate values 

compared to the study of Tsuji et al. (32). 

We did not anticipate that a true maximal oxygen consumption based on 

metabolic criteria would be attainable in these patients. A conservative cut-off for the 

blood pressure of 190/ 110 mmHg was utilized as one of the criteria to interrupt the test. 

High blood pressure in response to activity is one of the main concerns with acute stroke 

patients. Out of 15 participants evaluated at baseline, 11 patients had tests interrupted due 

to blood pressures that reached this cut-off. This is a clinically relevant finding if one 
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considers that the mean duration of the baseline test was around 3 minutes, with a 

corresponded metabolic cost of 2.37 metabolic equivalents (METS). Although the 

patients were clinically stable at rest, low bouts of exercise might lead to exaggerated 

blood pressure responses. This underscores the need to carefully monitoring blood 

pressure responses during rehabilitation, since some activities might impose levels of 

stress similar to the exercise test. 

The utilization of ST AT as an adjunct to gait training with acute stroke survivors 

led to improvements in seated functional ability (ability to use the affected limb, ability to 

exert force, and improved coordination between the affected and unaffected limbs, while 

pedaling) as compared to regular gait intervention. Potempa et al. demonstrated changes 

in seated functional ability utilizing the bike as a mode of training and evaluating chronic 

stroke survivors ( 15). They reported, however, that a 14% increase in maximum oxygen 

consumption (VO2max) did not reflect the increase in peak workload (44%) and in 

maximal exercise time (40%) in patients who had a stroke. It was suggested that, because 

the ability to pedal higher workloads improved to a greater extent than aerobic capacity, 

the exercise training could have a positive effect on the efficiency of motion. 

In our study, the change in oxygen consumption relative to the change in 

workload was also different. The percent improvement in workload (67%) observed with 

the regular group was large compared to the percent improvement in exercise time ( 16%) 

and oxygen consumption (1.2%). Therefore, with the regular group, improvement in 

motion efficiency (greater work output compared to the increase in oxygen consumption) 

might have been the primary source of change observed in seated functional ability. With 
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the ST AT group, improvement in motion efficiency could also have been related to the 

· 50% increase in the workload after intervention. However, the 35% increase in V02 and 

the 31 % increase in the pedaling time are also indicative that the ability to manage 

oxygen delivery and/or consumption had improved. So, in the ST AT group, improvement 

in seated functional ability, besides being related to improvement in motor function, 

might have also been accompanied by changes in aerobic function. 

Since the difference between the groups was greatest for V02 as compared to 

workload, heart rate, or time on bike, V02 may be more sensitive to the changes 

occurring in motor recovery as a result of this intervention. However, with the small 

number of patients in this pilot study, we did not have sufficient power for significant 

differences in the other variables. These observations warrant a larger patient trial. 

We further contrasted the relative oxygen consumption in both groups at the 

absolute workload of 25 watts, pre- and post-intervention. Since 3 out of 12 patients 

were unable to pedal against this workload initially, a measure using a single workload 

may not be as valuable in comparing changes in acute stroke patients. However, the 

relative oxygen consumption using a 25 watt workload may indicate that the effect of 

training between the two groups was dissimilar. The STAT group compared to the 

regular group was able to pedal longer with a lower oxygen cost. This might also indicate 

that ST AT could have a potential benefit in efficiency during submaximal work, as 

compared to the regular intervention. 

The participants were already clinically stable when entering rehabilitation, so 

that medications were not substantially changed during the study. Therefore, the 
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difference in performance between baseline and post-intervention outcomes could not be 

attributed to changes in medication. 

The impact of ST AT training on the ability to generate aerobic work has been 

reported elsewhere, but only after several months of intervention (5,8,10). The reduced 

aerobic capacity of stroke subjects is related to low endurance, reduction in number of 

motor units capable of being recruited during dynamic exercise, and to a reduced 

oxidative capacity of paretic muscle. Hoskins et al. demonstrated that the absolute 

amount of oxygen consumed per submaximal workload in these patients is greater than 

that observed in normal subjects of similar age and body size (33). Landin and 

collaborators ( 1977), in a study of one-leg and two-leg exercise in hemiparetic subjects, 

showed reduced blood flow, augmented lactic acid production, and decreased capacity to 

oxidize free fatty acids in paretic muscles (34). However, studies examining the aerobic 

capacity of a more acute stroke population have not been reported. The patients in our 

study were most likely affected by the acuteness of the neurological event, even though 

poor conditioning may not be completely disregarded. Further studies are needed to 

demonstrate that ST AT intervention could enhance aerobic function beyond the limits of 

natural recovery seen with acute stroke patients. 

The majority of studies using ST AT are usually of longer duration and utilize a 

more chronic population. In our study with acute stroke patients, we were able to 

demonstrate different outcomes after ST AT in a short intervention period of 2 to 3 

weeks. The similarity in the total rehabilitation time between the two groups 

demonstrates that we were able to standardize the amount of time the patients received 
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the two interventions. The outcomes that resulted from combining regular care with 

ST AT were not due to more intervention time for the STAT group. 

This pilot data suggests that regular rehabilitation combined with STAT resulted 

in improvement in functional abilities as reflected by the improved performance on the 

bicycle ergometer test. This is an interesting trend considering that our sample size was 

small, and that the intervention time was short. ST AT enables symmetric unloading of 

both lower extremities, and lessens the chance of developing compensatory strategies 

compared to gait training with walking aids and full weight bearing during the regular 

intervention. Therefore, ST AT may result in more effective daily gait training in 

appropriate patients. 

The FIM-L data in this study was not as convincing. A correlational study 

between predicted peak V02 and total FIM scores in chronic stroke survivors reported 

that lower initial predicted peak V02 values were associated with lower initial FIM 

scores, and longer rehabilitation length of stay (35). FIM scores are widely used as a 

clinical outcome measure, and are part of the routine classification, goal setting, 

evaluation and discharge criteria for stroke patients in different rehabilitation settings. 

Since this study was primarily interested in the gait outcomes following a new strategy 

for gait training, only the locomotion subscores of the FIM scale were analyzed. 

However, because the FIM is scored on a 7-point ordinal scale it may not be sensitive 

enough to pick up the small changes in locomotion typically observed after 2 to 3 weeks 

of in-patient stroke rehabilitation. FIM-L scores qualitatively demonstrated the 

improvement in both groups, but could not differentiate between the two interventions. 
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At baseline, the pattern of correlations between FIM-L and the bike variables were quite 

inconsistent. However, after both interventions, the correlations were stronger and more 

consistent, revealing moderate associations with the outcome variables. 

Another way to analyze correlations is based on the effect size calculated from the 

shared variance between the dependent and the independent variables. According to 

Lipsey ( 1990), the magnitude of an effect size is not the strength of the statistical relation 

represented, but the significance in terms of the proportion of people who attained a 

given level of benefit as a result of treatment (36). If we consider that a successful 

locomotion subscore on FIM would be 8 to 10 (patient requiring minimal assistance to 

supervision in that item) after 2 to 3 weeks of rehabilitation for these acute stroke 

survivors, the regular intervention had a 50% rate of success and 50% rate of failure. 

With the STAT group, the success rate was 67% and the failure rate was 33%. Based on 

the success to failure ratio between these two interventions, the STAT group generated an 

effect size of 0. 7 standard deviations. However, a closer analysis of this effect size 

indicates that it corresponds to a r-squared of just 0.11. Thus, only 11 % of change in the 

FIM-L can be accounted for by this intervention, which further illustrates the small 

sensitivity of this scale. Therefore, these results suggest that objective assessment of 

functional performance, such as the pedaling task, may be preferable to evaluate a 

patient's recovery since the measures detect pre- and post-intervention changes and can 

discriminate between different rehabilitation approaches. 
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VI. CONCLUSION: 

We conducted a pilot study to determine the value of supported treadmill 

ambulation training compared to regular rehabilitation during the acute recovery phase in 

hemiparetic stroke patients. Significant improvement was found in oxygen consumption 

during bicycle ergometry in the ST AT intervention group compared to the regular 

therapy group. No other significant benefits in other physiologic or functional measures 

were found. This study suggests that larger trials are warranted to determine the value of 

this intervention. 
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Table 1. SAMPLE CHARACTERISITICS 

REGULAR STAT 

(n=6) (n=6) 

Mean± SD Min-Max Mean± SD Min -Max p 

AGE 59.67 ± 13.58 44 - 75 57.83 ± 5.56 49 - 63 0.77 

(yrs) 

HEIGHT 177.81 ± 8.67 167.60 - 188.00 172.53 ± 9.35 159.00- 185.40 0.51 

(cm) 

WEIGHT 86.3 ± 24.87 57.60 - 113.40 78.13 ± 13.49 61.20 - 118.80 0.33 

(kg) 

MMSE 26.50 ± 2.58 24 - 30 26.67 ± 3.14 22 - 29 0.63t 

NIH 5.16±2.40 1 - 8 3.50 ± 1.97 0-5 0.22t 

Days since 14.33 ± 6.06 8-21 15.67 ± 7.66 8-28 0.75 

stroke 

FIM-L 2.83 ± 1.60 2-6 3.83 ± 2.79 2-9 0.58t 

n: number of participants; MMSE: mini-mental state examination; NIH: National Institutes of Health stroke 

scale FIM-L (functional independence measure - locomotor subscores) p: significance level. t non

parametric procedure (Wilcoxon) utilized for statistical significance 
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Table 2. BIKE ERGOMETER VARIABLES 

REGULAR (n=6) STAT (n=6) 

Mean± SD Mean± SD 

Bike PRE POST PRE POST p 

Parameters 

Oxygen 

Consumption 8.02 ± 2.05 8.12±2.30 8.57 ± 2.09 11.55 ± 2.76 0.039 

(ml/kg/min) 

Heart Rate 
98.67 ± 12.08 100.00 ± 16.65 106.00 ± 20.40 120.33 ± 18.39 0.066 

(BPM) 

SBP 
172.43 ± 24.99 165.00 ± 28.81 180.00 ± 24.49 191.33 ± 9.93 0.534 

(mmHg) 

DBP 
99.71 ± 16.95 94.33 ± 10.54 93.33 ± 7.55 95.33 ± 9.69 0.418 

(mmHg) 

Workload 
25.00 ± 22.36 41.67 ± 12.91 41.67 ± 34.67 62.50 ± 26.22 0.226 

(watts) 

Total Time 
139.50 ± 11.15 162.00 ± 66.27 258.33 ± 137.90 338.33±31.21 0.134 

(seconds) 

n = sample size; SBP (systolic blood pressure; DBP (diastolic blood pressure); SD (standard deviation); p 

(alpha level based on adjusted means); REGULAR and STAT: regular intervention and STAT intervention; 

Total time = total time pedaling the bike. 
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Table 3. PERFORMANCE AT 25 WATTS 

REGULAR STAT 

Mean± SD Mean± SD 

PRE POST PRE POST 

N 
4 5 4 5 

Oxygen 

Consumption 8.03 ± 1.66 8.35 ± 2.41 7.38 ± 2.58 7.70 ± 2.67 

(ml/kg/min) 

Time 

112.50 ± 15.00 105.00 ± 17.32 
102.00 ± 114.00± 

(seconds) 26.83 13.41 

Time: time spent pedaling at 25 watts; SD: standard deviation; REGULAR: regular 
intervention; ST AT: ST AT intervention; n = sample size; p: alpha level; ns: not 
significant difference between pre and post interventions, based on adjusted means 
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Table 4. Spearman's correlation coefficient between FIM-L and bike 
protocol measures for regular and ST AT groups, pre and post-
in terven tions. 

FIM-L 

REGULAR STAT 

PRE POST PRE POST 

V02 0.05 0.68 -0.03 0.44 

BIKE TIME 0.05 0.24 0.33 0.52 

WATTS 0.12 0.67 0.28 0.68 

FIM-L: Locomotion subscore of Functional Independence Measurement 
scale 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1 Frequency distribution of the Functional Ambulation Category (F AC). 

Measurement of F AC scores before and after regular rehabilitation or regular 

rehabilitation with supported treadmill ambulation training 

Figure 2 Frequency distribution of the locomotor scale of the Functional Independence 

Measurement (FIM-L) before and after either regular rehabilitation or regular 

rehabilitation with supported treadmill ambulation training 
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CHAPTER V 

In this chapter, the results and discussion of the measures of function is presented. 

It is followed by the correlational study among the outcome variables. 

Functional Outcomes 

Functional outcomes were assessed by the Functional Independence Measurement 

(PIM) scale. The scoring was performed by a physician both at the time of admission to 

Rehabilitation Medicine Service and at the time of patient's discharge. Since the 

intervention of interest was locomotion, only the subscore related to these items (FMI-L) 

was utilized for data analyses. The locomotion subscore was composed of two sub-items: 

walk and stairs. If the patient could not ambulate, the walk component was evaluated by 

wheelchair mobility. Therefore, the locomotion subscore ranges from 2 to 14. 

FIM-L scores weren't statistically different on admission, as revealed by the 

Wilcoxon's statistic. The mean FIM-L and range at admission was 2.71 ± 1.50 (2 - 6) for 

the regular group, and 3.83 ± 2.79 (2 - 9), for STAT group (p=0.58). 

Clinically, the initial difference between the two groups was not substantial either, 

as revealed by contrasting the mean FIM-L scores. A mean score between 2 and 4, which 

was observed for both groups, indicated that the patients, on average, required between 
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maximal to total assistance for locomotion at the initiation of rehabilitation. Figure 3 

depicts the frequency distribution of FIM-L scores pre- and post-intervention for both 

groups. 

The analyses of the FIM-L scores after intervention was conducted by ranking the 

pre- and post-scores and applying the ANCOVA technique, with the ranked scores at 

baseline as covariates. This procedure revealed that there was no statistical difference 

between the two groups. Accordingly, the analyses of the mean and range FIML scores, 

after interventions, indicated that both groups improved similarly clinically: regular 

group mean of8.67 ± 1.86 (7-11) versus STAT group mean of8.50 ± 2.17 (6-11). These 

mean scores indicated that, at discharge, patients required minimal assistance for 

locomotion. 
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Figure 3 Frequency distribution of the locomotion subscores on the FIM scale for regular and 
ST AT groups~ pre and post interventions. 
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Measures of functional independence based of the FIM scores are largely utilized 

in clinical settings as clinical outcome measures, and are part of the routine classification. 

They are also utilized for goal setting, evaluation and discharge criteria for stroke patients 

in different rehabilitation facilities ( Giaquinto et al. 1997, Granger et al. 1990, Hamilton 

et al. 1994, Poole and Whitney 1988). 

FIM-L scores qualitatively demonstrated the improvement in both groups, but 

could not differentiate between the two interventions. In general, both group required 

maximal to total assistance at baseline, and, by the end of the interventions, required 

minimal assistance. Therefore, according to the FIM-L scores, the two groups were very 

similar in terms of function, even though the other outcomes suggested otherwise. 

Because FIM is scored on a 7-point ordinal scale it may not be sensitive enough 

to pick up small changes, which are typically observed in 2 to 3 weeks of acute stroke 

rehabilitation. FIM scores don't usually capture small changes that would occur with the 

process of recovery (Giaquinto et al. 1997, Bunch and Dvonch 1994). 

Correlational Study 

The study of the correlation among the outcome variables was conducted by the 

use of the Pearson's Moment Product for the continuous variables, such as gait speed, 

walk distance, gait energy expenditure, gait energy cost, peak V02 obtained with the bike 

protocol and time to complete the bike protocol. Spearman's Rho coefficient was utilized 

for the variables involving ordinal scale, such as gait ability and FIM scores. 
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Gait speed (GS), walk distance (WD), gait energy expenditure (GEE) and gait 

energy (GEC) were outcomes proposed to measure gait performance in this population. 

Therefore, a primary analysis on the strength of association among the gait parameters as 

an estimation of the convergent validity of these variables was conducted. The correlation 

among gait energy cost, walk distance and gait energy expenditure is not shown because 

gait energy cost values are derived from these two latter variables. Therefore, the issue 

involving over-fitting in correlational studies was avoided. 

A primary correlation analyses of gait performance measures was conducted with 

all patients together, at baseline and after intervention, regardless their group. At baseline, 

the GS of 13 patients correlates strongly and significantly with WD, GEE and GEC 

(Pearson's correlation coefficient equal to: 0.82 (p<0.01), 0.68 (p<0.05), and -0.93 

(p<0.01), respectively. The correlation between WD and GEE was 0.79 (p<0.79). After 

interventions, the GS of the same 13 patients also correlated strongly and significantly 

with WD, GEE and GEC (Pearson's correlation coefficients equal to:0.95, 0.70, and -

0.77, respectively, at a p level less than 0.01. The correlation between WO and GEE was 

0.66 (p<0.05). 

Table 2 depicts the correlation coefficients for the outcome variables in the 

regular group. The patient who had l 08 hours of rehabilitation in this group was excluded 

from analysis only when the variable total time of rehabilitation was evaluated. 

Otherwise, the correlational study on all other variables included this patient. Table 3 

indicates the correlation coefficients for the outcome variables in the ST AT group. 
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Table 2: Correlation among the outcome variables after intervention in Regular 
group 

FACt GS WD GEE GEC BKO2 BKtime FIM-Lt 

FACt 0.85* 0.85* 0.81 * -0.85* 0.56 0.03 0. 71 

GS 0.95* 0.72 -0.90** 0.67 -0.41 0.78* 

WD 0.77* 0.65 -0.21 0.90** 

GEE 0.13 0.24 0.60 

GEC -0.70 0.60 -0.90** 

BKO2 -0.26 0.68 

Bktime 0.24 

Rehab -0.31 -0.13 0.13 0.48 0.04 -0.34 0.38 0.0005 
Time 

FAC: gait ability; GS: gait speed; WD: walking distance; GEE: gait energy 
expenditure; GEC: gait energy cost; BKO2: peak VO2 with bike protocol; Bktime: 
time to complete bike protocol; Rehab time: total time of rehabilitation. *p<0.05, 
**p<0.0 1; t Spearman 's correlation coefficient. 

In the regular group, the pattern of correlation among the variables 

involving gait parameter was strong and significant. Gait speed (GS) when contrasted 

with walk distance (WD), gait energy expenditure (GEE) and gait energy cost (GEC) 

generated a Pearson's coefficient of 0.95 (p<0.01), 0.72 (p=ns), -0.90 (p<0.01). GEE and 

WD also had a significant and strong association (r=0.77, p<0.05). The gait ability scale 

(F AC) also demonstrated strong and significant association with all other gait parameters; 

Pearson's coefficient of 0.85, 0.85, 0.81, and -0.85 for GS, WD, GEE, and GEC, 

respectively. It also demonstrated moderate to strong association with peak VO2 obtained 
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with the bike protocol (r=0.56) and with the locomotion subscore of the FIM scale (FIM

L) (r=0. 71 ), although not statistically significant. 

The FIM-L scale correlated strongly and significantly with GS (r=0.78 p<0.05), 

WD (r=0.90 p<0.0 I), and GEC (-0.90 p<0.0 I). It correlated moderately, but not 

significantly with GEE (r=0.60, p=ns), peak VO2 in the bike protocol (r=0.68, p=ns), 

time to complete the bike protocol (r=0.24, p=ns), and with total time spent in 

rehabilitation (r=0.0005, p=ns). 

The total time spent in rehabilitation for the regular group failed to reach 

significant correlation to any outcome variables discussed. The strength of association 

among these variables was less than 0.48. 

For the STAT group (Table 3), the correlation between GS and WD was strong 

and significant (r=0.94, p<0.01 ). It failed to reach statistical significance with GEC 

(r=0. 77) and with GEE (r=0.51 ). WD correlated moderately and not significantly with 

GEE (r=0.39). Different from the regular group, gait ability in the ST AT group didn't 

demonstrate any significant correlation to any other variables involving gait. F AC 

correlated moderately to peak VO2 (r=0.51) and time to complete bike protocol (r=0. 74), 

but not significantly. FAC was strongly and significantly associated with FIML scores 

(r=0.82, p<0.05). 

The Spearman's correlation coefficient utilized for the FIM-L scale in the STAT group 

demonstrated an irregular pattern. There was no association with GS (r=0.001) and with 

GEE (r=-0.09), and low correlation to GEC (r=-0.27). FIM-L had moderate but not 
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significant association with peak VO2 and time to complete the bike protocol ( correlation 

coefficient of 0.49 and 0.53, respectively). 

Table 3. Correlation among the outcome variables after intervention in the ST AT 
group 

FACt GS WD GEE GEC BKO2 Bktime FIM-Lt 

FACt 0.29 0.41 0.03 -0.12 0.51 0.74 0.82* 

GS 0.94** 0.51 -0.77 0.55 0.90* 0.001 

WD 0.39 0.60 0.72 0.35 

GEE -0.15 0.35 -0.09 

GEC -0.71 -0.63 -0.27 

BKO2 0.58 0.49 

Bktime 0.53 

Rehab. -0.32 0.50 0.50 0.75 -0.16 -0.21 0.20 -0.53 
Time 

FAC: gait ability; GS: gait speed; WD: walking distance; GEE: gait energy 
expenditure; GEC: gait energy cost; BKO2: peak VO2 with bike protocol; Bktime: 
time to complete bike protocol; Rehab time: total time of rehabilitation. *p<0.05, 
**p<0.01; t Spearman's correlation coefficient. 

The total time spent in rehabilitation for the ST AT group demonstrated stronger 

association with the gait outcomes, even though not significant. The correlation between 

this variable with GS, WD, GEE was 0.50, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. With GEC the 

correlation was low (r=-0.16). The time spent in rehabilitation correlated less than 
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moderately with peak VO2 (r=-0.21) and with time to complete the bike protocol Total 

time of rehabilitation had moderate and non-significant correlation with FIM-L, but 

negative (r=-0.53), and with FAC (r=-0.32). 

FIM scores 

The correlational analysis between FIM-L score and the other outcome variables 

was also conducted to establish the association between measures of function and 

performance. However, the results were not consistent. For the regular group after 

intervention, the size of correlation between FIM-L, gait parameters and peak VO2 in the 

bike protocol was between 0.60 and 0.90, which indicates moderate to strong association. 

However, for the ST AT group, the only important correlation was observed with F AC, 

which, as expected, was high and significant, since both, FIM-L and FAC, measure 

similar constructs. With all other gait parameters, the association was less than 0.35, and 

with peak VO2 in the bike protocol was 0.49. This finding is intriguing and may reflect 

the lower discriminatory ability of this scale. For example, the patients who were more 

obviously compromised, the judgment of their function might have been easier and more 

accurate to carry out (a scenario observed with the regular group). Therefore, there was 

more agreement between FIM-L subscores and measures of actual performance. But with 

the ST AT group, where the patients were not as manifestly compromised as evidenced by 

the performance-based tests (gait parameters and bike protocol), there was less 

consistency while utilizing the FIM-L subscores. Consequently, the correlations weren't 

as strong in the STAT group. 
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Shared Variance 

Since this study didn't have enough power and only the peak VO2 was 

significantly different between the two interventions, it cannot be said that ST AT is 

superior to regular training based on the clinical variables analyzed. However, the pattern 

of correlation observed between these variables indicated a distinct pattern of shared 

variance, even though the time of intervention was similar between the two groups. For 

the regular group, the strength of association between rehabilitation time and all other 

outcome variables tended to be low, except for gait energy expenditure which reach a 

value of 0.48. The shared variance between time of intervention and gait speed, walk 

distance, and gait energy cost was less than 2%, and with gait energy expenditure was 

23%. In the ST AT group, the association between rehabilitation time and the gait 

parameter was stronger, ranging from -0.32 to 0.75. Gait energy cost had low correlations 

with time spent in rehabilitation. The coefficient of determination obtained indicated that 

25% of the variability in gait speed and walk distance, and 56% of the variability in gait 

energy expenditure could be explained by the time of intervention. This finding needs 

further study. A great deal of recovery may occur spontaneously in the first several weeks 

after the stroke. If this is true, the lack of association between time of intervention and the 

outcome variables in the regular group moves in the right direction, i.e., after injury the 

recovery is not dependent on the time of intervention. But if we can enhance the natural 

motor recovery after stroke with this new intervention, i.e., STAT, then the correlation 

between time of intervention and the outcome variables in this group points this out. With 

the small sample size in this study, this observation is speculative. 
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The strength of association observed across the gait outcomes when all 

participants were analyzed as a pool, before and after interventions, suggested that these 

variables are measuring similar constructs, i.e., gait performance. This finding suggests 

the validity of the tests. 

Gait speed, walk distance and gait energy cost also demonstrated moderate to 

strong association with peak V02 obtained with the bike protocol in both groups. This 

may suggest that the lower limb performance, observed either by the ambulatory skills or 

by the ability to generate power to pedal against a resistance, is associated with gains in 

aerobic function and motor recovery. Changes in gait speed, endurance and peak oxygen 

consumption following a stroke might be characteristics associated with recovery of 

motor function and with the ability to generate aerobic energy compatible with lower 

limb performance. 
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CHAPTER VI 

In this chapter a summary of this study is provided. The objectives of the study, 

methods and results are repeated briefly. The limitations of the study are provided. 

Conclusions along with suggestions for further studies are also presented. 

Summary 

The main objective of this study was to compare gait outcomes following two 

rehabilitation approaches. We justified this primary objective based on the evidence that 

individuals who survived a cerebrovascular accident are impaired in their mobility, 

especially the mobility associated with ambulation. Actually, we reported evidence that 

these individuals prior to the stroke have sedentary lifestyles, are usually older, and may 

exhibit risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. Frequently, they also have concomitantly 

other diseases such as diabetes, osteoarthritis, which favor a more reclusive way of living, 

leading to significant functional impairments. Finally, it is not uncommon to detect that 

these individuals are further distressed by social isolation and deprivation of leisure, since 

lack of productivity and increased psychological burden impact self-esteem and 

interpersonal relationships. With the stroke, these individuals experience a significant 

deterioration of their fonner health status, primarily because of the lack of mobility and 

dependence on others to carry out simple tasks, even at home. Therefore, research such as 

this, which focused on interventions that have the potential to enhance gait ability and 
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improve functional outcomes after a stroke, are justifiable, since mobility is a critical 

feature in everyone's life. 

Gait training in the rehabilitation setting is usually delayed with acute stroke 

survivors, because these individuals are often significantly impaired. Patients might not 

have sufficient strength, balance, coordination or postural stability necessary for initiation 

of conventional gait training. On the other hand, the literature demonstrated that the 

earlier the intervention and the longer time the rehabilitation technique is delivered, the 

better the chances of recovery. Therefore, we proposed a comparative study between two 

forms of gait training during the in-patient rehabilitation phase for acute stroke survivors. 

One approach was the regular intervention commonly available at the Veterans Affairs 

Medical Center of Houston at the rehabilitation unit. It consisted basically of physical 

therapy, occupational therapy and kinesiotherapy, which were offered daily, for one hour 

each, within 3 weeks after the patient is transferred to the unit. Usually, the gait training 

followed the rationale of neurodevelopmental techniques, where the components of gait 

such as strength, balance, coordination, and posture are targeted first, so that the patient is 

better prepared to initiate ambulation. We proposed a new form of intervention for gait 

training, supported treadmill ambulation training (STAT). 

ST AT is a technique that allows gait training with individuals at very early stages 

after stroke. ST AT consists of a suspension system with a harness and a treadmill. The 

patient wears a vest that is attached to the suspension system while the treadmill moves at 

specific speeds. Therefore, impairments such as the lack of muscle strength, coordination, 

balance and fear of falling, which are present in the conventional gait training, are 
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remedied with this strategy. With ST AT, the patient's body weight is supported and 

stepping is facilitated by the treadmill motion. Proper stepping patterns can be achieved 

with assistance from the physical therapist. Consequently, an increase in gait training 

time with repetition of proper performance of the task can be expected with this 

approach. 

The literature review demonstrated that ST AT was feasible and safe to be utilized 

with individuals who had impaired gait following an injury of the central nervous system, 

such as stroke or spinal chord lesion. However, the reports available were mainly related 

to interventions with individuals in a more chronic stage of disability. Our study was the 

first conducted with a group of patients whose strokes were very recent. Because ST AT 

can be utilized at such an early stage following a stroke, another important issue must be 

considered when treating these patients with this method. The issue is the potential 

benefits that ST AT might have had on the effects of deconditioning following a period of 

bed rest. The literature demonstrated that stroke survivors were usually deconditioned 

and might have this condition further aggravated secondary to bed rest or lack of 

mobility. Therefore, because STAT enables ambulation early, its utilization should be 

justified as a means to decrease deconditioning. 

Thus, in order to compare the primary outcome of interest, i.e., gait parameters, 

we proposed a randomized, controlled study. This study was approved by the Institutional 

Review Board for Human Subject Research for Baylor College of Medicine and 

Affiliated Hospitals, and the patients, after being screened based on the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria, voluntarily joined the research. Patients entered the study after 
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providing a signed informed consent. The patients were randomly assigned to one of the 

two groups: the regular intervention group or the ST AT intervention group. In the regular 

group the participants received the conventional rehabilitation prescribed for stroke 

survivors at the Veteran's Hospital, with the usual gait training. The STAT group 

received the same intervention as the regular group without usual gait training. The gait 

training for the ST AT group was completed by means of the body weight support system 

and treadmill, for 20 minutes, daily. Therefore, we were able to compare the differences 

in gait outcomes following a traditional form of gait training and this new strategy. The 

interventions lasted approximately 3 weeks, which was the time frame the patients 

usually stayed in the hospital for conventional therapy. 

The participants were initially characterized by their level of impairment and 

cognition, which were carried out by the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale and 

by the Mini-Mental Status Examination test, respectively. The primary outcomes to be 

compared between the two interventions were gait ability, gait speed, walk distance, gait 

energy expenditure and gait energy cost. It was hypothesized that the ST AT interventions 

would generate higher scores on gait ability, gait speed, walk distance, gait energy 

expenditure, and lower scores on gait energy cost. Another focus of this study was to 

characterize and to compare the criterion-limited oxygen consumption of this population. 

Therefore, a bike protocol was utilized to evaluate criterion-limited aerobic capacity. A 

third aspect of interest was related to measures of function. Functional Independence 

Measure scores (FIM) were utilized. However, only the locomotion subscores of this 

scale were utilized for comparison between the two interventions, since we expected that 
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mobility would be more impacted by the treatments. A final interest of this study related 

to the association among the domains evaluated: performance (gait parameters), aerobic 

capacity, and measures of function. 

The gait parameters were tested as follows: 1) gait ability: a functional ability 

category scale was utilized; 2) gait speed: time to cover a distance of 5 meters; 3) walk 

distance: distance covered in 5 minutes; 5) gait energy expenditure: total oxygen 

consumption during the 5-minute walk. The patient used a portable gas analyzer in order 

to measure the energy expenditure. 6) gait energy cost: was calculated by dividing the 

gait energy expenditure by the distance covered. 

Criterion-limited oxygen consumption was obtained while the patient pedaled a 

cycle-ergometer. In the bike protocol the patient had .the feet strapped on the pedals and, 

while sitting on a wheelchair behind the bike, started pedaling against no workload, 

which was increased by 25 watts every 2 minutes. Patients breathed through a mask that 

was connected to a gas analyzer. A standard 12-lead electrode configuration recorded the 

electrocardiogram, and a sphygmomanometer was used to monitor had blood pressure 

throughout the test. A blood pressure of 190/110 mmHg was established as an end-point 

for the test. 

The FIM scores were obtained from the primary physician in charge of the 

rehabilitation team. Only the locomotion scores were utilized (FIM-L). All measures 

were carried out at baseline, before initiation of any intervention, and on the day of 

discharge. A patient who could not complete at least 9 sessions of ST AT would be 

excluded from the analyses. 
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Descriptive statistics were utilized to characterize the population. The analysis of 

covariance (ANCOVA) was utilized to compare the outcomes. Initial scores obtained at 

baseline were utilized as covariates. Whenever the outcome was in an ordinal scale, 

analysis based on the ranks was performed. Pearson's and Spearman's correlations were 

utilized according to the characteristic of the variable, that is., interval/ratio or ordinal, 

respectively. 

Data from 13 patients were analyzed; 7 for the regular group and 6 in the ST AT 

group. The results indicated that, in general, the population studied demonstrated 

moderate impairment on the NIH scores, and no severe cognitive compromise based on 

the MMSE scores. All patients tolerated the procedures, and there were no complications 

during the testing procedures or during the interventions related to the research. 

Because of the small sample size, none of the primary null hypothesis could be 

rejected. There was no statistical difference between the two interventions in the gait 

ability scores, gait speed, walk distance, gait energy expenditure or gait energy cost. 

However, the effect size generated when the two interventions were compared revealed 

that ST AT is potentially useful for training gait with this population. The differences in 

scores between the regular group and ST AT was 0.4, 1.16, 0.3, and 0. 7 standard 

deviation units for gait speed, walk distance, gait energy expenditure and gait energy 

cost, respectively. The size of the differences is clinically relevant when contrasted with 

the results demonstrated in the literature, which ranged from 0.1 to 0.57. A type II error 

might have occurred since, because of the small sample size, the power to detect 
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significant differences was low. For gait speed, walk distance, gait energy expenditure 

and gait energy cost, the power to detect differences ranged from less than 10% to 50%. 

The utilization of the gait performance measures in this study, however, was 

feasible and clinically useful. The NIH, MMSE, gait ability and PIM locomotion scores 

couldn't differentiate between the two groups. Had these scales been the only ones 

utilized, not much outcome discrimination could have been obtained. For example, the 

gait speed, walk distance, gait energy expenditure and gait energy cost indicated that the 

two groups were clinically different both at baseline and after the two interventions. Gait 

ability scores and PIM-locomotion scores categorized the two groups in the same level at 

baseline. The scores did change with the interventions, but changed equally, and again, 

had the two groups in the same level. 

The criterion-limited oxygen consumption was the only variable that reached 

statistical significance when the two forms of interventions were contrasted. After the 

program, the ST AT group demonstrated higher levels of oxygen consumption during the 

bike protocol. This was an important clinical finding since ST AT intervention led to 

improvement in seated functional ability as detected by the increased V02. Whether this 

increase reflects a recovery of motor function or an improvement of aerobic capacity, or 

both, is still unclear. 

The locomotion subscores in the FIM (FIM-L) scale were not statistically 

different between the two groups after intervention. They did show changes with the 

intervention without clinical discrimination across the groups. The pattern of correlation 

between FIM-L, the gait parameters and bike protocol was variable. Stronger correlations 
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were seen with the regular group, but not in the STAT group. With FIM-L as a measure 

of function we could not demonstrate a convincing association between peak oxygen 

consumption and a measure of function in this population. 

The correlational analysis conducted with the performance based gait outcomes 

demonstrated moderate to strong association among them. This is an important 

methodological finding since it attests to the validity of the construct being evaluated, 

which is the gait performance. 

As indicated in the literature, gait endurance as measured by the 5-minute walk 

test was, in this study, the most sensitive procedure among the gait parameters evaluated. 

Gait speed, although correlated to impairment and motor recovery didn't change as much. 

Clinically, gait speed is a relevant measure; an observation supported in the literature. 

The utilization of the gait energy expenditure and gait energy costs are not often 

described in the literature, especially with an acute stroke population. Both the gait 

energy expenditure and gait energy costs were sensitive to change, and were able to 

discriminate between the patients according to their level of compromise. 

This study demonstrated ST AT is feasible to utilize with acute stroke survivors 

for gait training. There were no adverse effects with the protocols for testing and training. 

Patients can benefit from an early procedure that allows ambulation in spite of the lack of 

strength, coordination, balance and weight bearing. Further trials with larger sample sizes 

are warranted to determine the value of this intervention. 
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Conclusion 

We conducted a pilot study to determine the value of supported treadmill ambulation 

training compared to regular rehabilitation during the acute recovery phase in hemiparetic 

stroke patients. There was no statistically significant difference between the two groups 

in the gait performance tests. Significant improvement was found in oxygen consumption 

during bicycle ergometry in the ST AT intervention group compared to the regular 

therapy group. The locomotion subscores in the FIM scale were not different between the 

two interventions. The small sample utilized in this study might not have provided 

enough power to detect significant changes, even though the effect size generated with 

the gait outcomes were moderate to large. Therefore, a new trial with larger sample sizes 

is warranted to determine the value of this intervention. 

Limitations of the study 

The primary limitation of this study is related to the sample utilized. Because a 

sample of convenience was obtained from the Houston Veterans Medical Center, only 

males we recruited, thus, the generalizability of the results is limited. Also the sample 

lacked homogeneity and, despite the randomization, the groups were different at baseline. 

The length of rehabilitation both groups received may not have been sufficient to 

establish the treatment outcomes. Two to 3 weeks of intervention, which is the usual 

amount of time the patients stay in rehabilitation in that hospital, may not be sufficient to 

identify significant and meaningful differences between the interventions. 
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The primary outcome variables were related to gait and the primary goal of the 

study was to impact gait deficits. However, there were patients whose gaits were so 

compromised at baseline that measuring any ability was very challenging. We wanted to 

impact gait speed, walking distance, gait energy expenditure and gait energy cost, 

requiring an estimation of those values at baseline. Two participants in the regular group 

who could walk no more than 5 meters in 5 minutes had gait speeds that were essentially 

zero. For those two participants, the measure of gait energy cost may be viewed with 

caution since they virtually could not walk. The gait energy cost for those two subjects 

included measurements during which they both actually walked or tried to walk. 

A final limitation of this study refers to the fact that the cut-off for test 

tennination (blood pressure of 190/110 mmHg) during the bike protocol was arbitrarily 

set by the local human subjects review committee at the Houston V AMC. This blood 

pressure limit might have been too conservative, and lacked support in the literature. The 

highest level of oxygen consumption observed with the bike protocol may not reflect the 

real capability of the subjects because, for some, the test had to be interrupted because of 

this criterion. In the regular group at baseline the test was stopped for 4 subjects because 

of the blood pressure criteria, while 2 subjects interrupted the test secondary to lower 

limb fatigue. The same picture occurred with the ST AT group. After intervention with 

the regular group, 2 subjects stopped the test because of blood pressure, while 4 stopped 

secondary to leg fatigue. With the ST AT group, however, 2 participants reached the 

blood pressure cut-off for test termination, while 2 could not pedal secondary to leg 
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fatigue. The remaining 2 participants interrupted the test secondary to a combination of 

fatigue and blood pressure. 

Suggestions for future studies 

The primary limitation of this study was the inadequate sample size utilized. 

Criterion-limited oxygen consumption obtained with the bike protocol was the only 

variable to achieve statistical significance with such a small number of participants. 

Therefore, the effect sizes obtained with this study can be utilized for selection of a 

proper sample, where significant changes could be detected. Also, in order to increase the 

generalizability of the findings, females should also be included. 

Patients with symptomatic peripheral vascular disease (PVD) should be excluded 

from the research. Due to claudicating pain, gait training eventually needed to be 

interrupted to alleviate the symptoms. Patients were expected to stop the training because 

of fatigue secondary to the neurological or aerobic conditioning deficits. However 

stopping the training secondary to claudicating pain would introduce another 

confounding factor into the intervention. 

Even though this was a randomized clinical trial, we observed that the two groups 

were dissimilar at baseline after the participants were tested by the performance-based 

tests. Therefore, we suggest that careful criteria for randomization with stratification 

should be utilized. Because gait speed is correlated with motor recovery and measures of 

function and because it doesn't change as much with short interventions, gait speed might 

be utilized as a stratification factor during patient selection. 
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The gait parameters utilized in this study were appropriate for the construct, with 

the exception of gait ability. The F AC scale utilized to characterize gait ability is not 

sensitive and could not discriminate between patients. Therefore, this scale should be 

avoided in future studies. It is based on judgment and may not reflect the patient's ability 

objectively. We also suggest that the measure of endurance be performed with the 6-

minute test because it is more easily compared with the literature, since there are no 

reports with the 5-minute walk with stroke patients. The distance obtained at the 5th 

minute of the 6-minute walk should be recorded and compared to the distance walked in 

6-minutes, in order to validate the 5-minute walk. 

We observed that the 25-watt increase during the bike protocol could have been 

excessive for some patients who were more compromised. Therefore, an increase of up to 

15 watts in workload with this protocol may be more compatible with the patients' level 

of impairment. A blood pressure cut-off of 190/110 mmHg might have been too strict for 

this population. Careful monitoring of systolic blood pressures up to 210 mmHg should 

be tried in later trials. It would allow an increase in time of pedaling and an eventual 

more realistic level of peak oxygen consumption. 

The FIM-L scores displayed a limited ability to characterize function. It is a 

qualitative tool whose scores are given based on professional judgment. The FIM-L 

failed to detect small changes, which are the hallmark of a short intervention such as this. 

Therefore, we suggest that function should be evaluated by objective measures, such as 

functional time-based tests, or other functional tests available. Likewise, a different scale 

with better sensitivity to change should be tried. 
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The time of intervention proposed in this study was based on the time frame usual 

rehabilitation was provided to the patients, that is, up to 3 weeks. However, it doesn't 

necessarily reflect the optimal time to deliver rehabilitation services to an acute 

population, especially if one considers that this population is so variable. Spontaneous 

recovery starts occurring right after a cerebrovascular accident. Therefore, to establish the 

potential benefits of ST AT intervention as compared to regular care, a future trial with a 

longer intervention of no less than 4 weeks should be tried, so that all patients could have 

at least 15 sessions of STAT training. For this pilot study, no attempt was made to 

standardize the number of treatment interventions each patient received. In future 

studies, the number of sessions should be standardized. 

The literature also suggests that motor recovery occurs with repetition, correction 

of performance, rhythm and longer times executing the task. We arbitrarily chose a 

period of 20 minutes for daily gait training with ST AT intervention. However, because 

the patients are supported and there is less burden on the therapist, the time for gait 

training with ST AT could be increased at least to 30 to 40 minutes daily, delivered at 

different times during the day, or practiced up to several hours per day as in constraint

induced therapy (Nudo et al 1999, 1996} The increase in time is feasible, supported in 

the literature, and this study suggests that patients can tolerate and benefit from more 

intervention. 

One of the hallmarks of acute stroke survivors is the lack of strength. As 

suggested in the literature, gain in strength is also an indicator of motor recovery. With 

the bike protocol, we were able to demonstrate that the patients in the ST AT group had 
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better performance than could be attributed to both gain in strength and aerobic 

reconditioning. Therefore, measures of strength in this population may identify the 

contribution of strength to the improvement of performance. 
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Questions 
1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

APPENDIX A 

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 

What is the: year? Season? Date? Day? Month? 
Where are we: State? Country? Town or City? Hospital? Floor? 
Name three objects (Apple, Penny, Table), taking one second to 
say each. Then ask the patient to tell you the three. Repeat the 
answers until the patient learns all three. 
Serial 7s. Subtract 7 from 100. Then subtract 7 from that number, 
etc. Stop after five answers. 
Alternative: Spell WORLD backwards 
Ask for the names of the three objects learned in #3. 
Point to a pencil and watch. Have the patient name them as you 
point 
Have the patient repeat "No ifs, and, or buts". 
Have the patient follow a three-stage command: "Take the paper in 
your right hand. Fold the paper in half. Put the paper on the floor". 
Have the patient read and obey the following: "CLOSE YOUR 
EYES". (Write in large letters). 
Have the patient write a sentence of this or her own choice 

'q--- -\> 
", 

- '-._/ 

11. Have the patient copy the following design ( overlapping 
pentagons). 
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APPENDIX B 

National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale 

Category Description Score Baseline Date/time 
Date/time 

la. Level of consciousness (alert, Alert 0 
drowsy, etc) Drowsy I 

Stuporous 2 
Coma 3 

lb. LOC Questions (month, age) Answers both correctly 0 
Answers one correctly I 

Incorrect 2 
1 c. LOC commands Obeys both correctly 0 
( open, close eyes, make fist, let Obeys one correctly I 
go) Incorrect 2 
2. Best gaze Normal 0 
(Eyes open - patient follows Partial gaze palsy I 
examiner's finger or face Forced deviation 2 
3. Visual No visual loss 0 
(Introduce visual stimulus/threat Partial hemianopia I 
to patient's visual field Complete hemianopia 2 
quadrants) Bilateral hemianopia 3 
4. Facial palsy Normal 0 

Minor 1 
Partial 2 

Complete 3 
5a. Motor Arm -left No drift 0 
(Elevate extremity to 90° and Drift 1 
score drift/movement) Can't resist gravity 2 

No effort against gravity 3 
No movement 4 

Amputation, joint fusion ( explain) 9 
5b. Motor Arm -right No drift 0 

(Elevate extremity to 90° and Drift 1 

score drift/movement Can't resist gravity 2 
No effort against gravity 3 

No movement 4 
Amputation, joint fusion ( explain) 9 

6a. Motor leg -right No drift 0 

(Elevate extremity to 90° and Drift I 
score drift/movement Can't resist gravity 2 

No effort against gravity 3 
No movement 4 

Amputation, joint fusion ( explain) 9 
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NIH Stroke scale (continues) 

6b. Motor leg-right No drift 0 
(Elevate extremity to 90° and Drift I 
score drift/movement Can't resist gravity 2 

No effort against gravity 3 
No movement 4 

Amputation, joint fusion ( explain) 9 
7 .Limb ataxia Absent 0 
(finger-nose, heel down shin) Present in one limb I 

Present in two limbs 2 
8. Sensory (pin prick to face, Normal 0 
arm, trunk and leg - compare Partial loss I 
side to side) Severe loss 2 
9. Best language No aphasia 0 
(Name items, describe a picture Mild to moderate aphasia I 
and read sentences) Severe aphasia 2 

Mute 3 
I 0. Dysarthria Normal articulation 0 
(Evaluate speech clarity by Mild to moderate dysarthria I 
patient and read sentences) Near to unintelligible or worse 2 

Intubated or other physical barrier 9 
11. Extinction and inattention No neglect 0 
(Use information from prior Partial neglect I 
testing to identify neglect or Complete neglect 2 
double simultaneous stimuli 
testing) 
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SUBJECT Name: 

DOB: 

Gender: 

HEMIP ARESIS: 

TESTING 

FIM 

GAIT Ability (score) 

-w 
\0 

Speed (m/sec) 
Distance (meters) 
Energy expenditure 
(ml02/kg/min) 

BIKE Workload (watts) 

HR 
BP 
Time 

V02 

Endpoint 

DATE (1) 

APPENDIXC 

(Testing log sheet) 

SS#: 

WEIGHT: 

HEIGHT: 

Meds: 

I Energy Cost: 

DATE(2) 

I Energy Cost: 
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APPENDIXD 
(Patient's daily log sheet) 

NAME: ___________________ NUMBER: ___ _ 

DAY 

BP 

HR 

DISTAN 

SPEED 

TIME 

SUPPORT 

ASSIST 

DAY 

BP 

HR 

DISTAN 

SPEED 

TIME 

SUPPORT 

ASSIST 




